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Trustees elect new
BY ASHLEY GRABLE
News Editor
In a meeting on Saturday, the
Kenyon College Board of Trustees
addressed an array of issues, in-
cluding the election of a new Board
Chair, the tenure of five professors,
the promotion of two professors
and the continued success of
Kenyon's capital campaign.
Richard L. Thomas '53,
Chairman of the Board, will be re-
placed at the end of his term by
Cornelia Ireland Hallinan '76. A
generous supporter of the college
for decades, Hallinan has served
as a Trustee for many years and
chaired the most recent Presiden-
tial Search Committee.
'"Everyone on the board faces
the challenges ahead with renewed
confidence because of 'Buffy'
Hallinan's leadership," said
Kenyon President Robert A.
Oden, Jr. Hallinan will succeed
Thomas as Board Chair on July
1, 1998.
into the excitement of Summer Send-of- f
ways in which it might improve
upon the recommendation of John
Gunton, Provost for one year be-
tween 1994 and 1995. Provost
Gunton, in a letter to the FAC, in-
sisted the committee "examine
certain elements of the evaluation
process. ..not of sufficient rigor
for an institution of the quality that
Kenyon claimsseeks to be."
A survey of the nation's top
institutions showed that Kenyon
had the highest reappointment rate
of all colleges consulted. Crais
believes Kenyon's comparitvely
lax process of evaluation is par-
tially responsible for the fact that
is hired atonce a professor
Kenyon, he is almost assured of
becoming a full, tenured profes
.TABLISHtD 1856
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Chair, grant tenure to five
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Cla : Beckert '00 throws herself
The Board approved all rec-
ommendations made by Oden con-
cerning faculty appointments. In-
cluded were recommendations to
grant tenure and an Associate Pro-
fessorship to Assistant Professor of
English Sergei Lobanov-Rostovsk- y,
Assistant Professor of
Philosophy Joel Richeimer, Assis-
tant Professor of Modern Lan-
guages and Literature Clara Ro-man-Od- io,
Assistant Professor of
Psychology Ellen Stoltzfus and
Assistant Professor of Physics
while playing on the velcrowall.
sor, whether or not this is in the best
interests of the students and the
college.
Under current legislation as
outlined in the Faculty handbook,
a professor must undergo only
three separate reviews in her
Kenyon career. The professor is re-
viewed once by the department af-
ter the third semester, and again
sometime in the fourth year, this
time by colleagues of her choice.
The third review exists mainly in
the form of letters from colleagues
and students, and occurs when she
is being considered for tenure.
The criteria with which profes-
sors are evaluated consists of three
distinct components: excellence in
teaching, scholarly or artistic en
Paula Turner. Their promotions
will be effective July 1, 1998.
Also effective July 1 will be
the promotion of Associate Pro-
fessor of Dance and Drama Mar-
garet Patton and Associate Pro-
fessor of Anthropology-Sociolog- y'
Patricia Urban to the rank of
Professor. Second reappoint-
ments were approved for Assis-
tant Professor of Psychology
Andrew Niemiec and Assistant
Professor of Philosophy Andrew
Pessin.
Lee, Ross will leave
at semester's end
FAC recommends revisions for reappointment criteria
BY JESSICA ANDRUSS
News Assistant
After spending two years ana-
lyzing the system which Kenyon
College uses to evaluate professors
being considered for reappoint-
ment and tenure, the Faculty Af-
fairs Committee (FAC) drafted
potential revisions to the policy at
the last faculty meeting, held on
April 20. The proposed alterations
to the evaluation policy are de-
signed to make requirements for
reappointment and tenure more
rigorous.
Clifton Crais, Associate Pro-
fessor of History and Chairman of
the FAC, began looking into the
present evaluation system and
BY JESSICA ANDRUSS
News Assistant
Lanton Lee, Director of Stu-
dent Activities, and Jenny Ross
'90, Assistant to the Dean of Resi-
dential Life and Summer Confer-
ence Coordinator, will both be
leaving Kenyon College at the end
of this school year.
Lee will be working with the
student government of Arizona
State University as the Executive
Coordinator for Associated Stu-
dents of ASU beginning in late
May. "Kenyon has been a great
community to be a part of," he
said. Lee has been at Kenyon since
gagement, and collegiate citizen-
ship. The FAC recommends that
the criteria remain the same, yet
be placed in order of descending
importance, with teaching skill
in a primary position, scholarship
considered only slightly less vi-
tal, and collegiate citizenship con-
sidered less important.
"Kenyon is and will remain a
college centrally and chiefly de-
voted to teaching," emphasized
President Robert A. Oden, Jr.
Friday: Occasional showers and
thunderstorms. Low 50-5- 5 high
70.
Thursday, April 30, 1998
Kenyon's capital campaign
has continued toward its goal of
$100 million with what Oden
called "astonishingly successful
progress." The most recent con-tributi- on
to "Claiming Our
Place: The Campaign for
Kenyon" was made by Thomas
and was announced at
Saturday's meeting. His gift of
$5 million to the campaign will
be acknowleged tomorrow
evening at a dinner which was
see TRUSTEES page two
January 1995.
Ross began working at
Kenyon in 1 99 1 , a year after she
graduated. She will wed John
Thurber '90 before moving in
June to Lansing, Michigan,
where she plans to continue in
student affairs by pursuing a
M.A. in Counseling. During her
time at Kenyon, she has worked
with House Managers, Resident
Advisors, and the Board of Cam-
pus Ministries, among others.
"Working here has never
been just a job," she said, "I am
so sad to be leaving all these
wonderful and creative stu-
dents."
M;mv mebers of the faculty have
objected to the elevated status of
scholarship and the decreased
consideration given to strong in-
volvement within the Kenyon
community. Crais defended the
FAC's position on these issues
by slating "Scholarship - by
means of publishing, perform-
ing, is activelyor exhibiting -
involved in the production of
knowledge, and will only enrich,
see FAC page four
Saturday, Sunday and Mon-
day: Chance of showers. Low
50, high 60-6- 5.
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People's Bank looks to
BY JAMES D.RAY
Senior Staff Writer to
The new People's Bank of
Gambier, a one-stor- y wooden
house on Wiggin Street, just east
of the Red Door Cafe and west of
the Crozier Center for Women, is
scheduled to open for business
June 8.
"We thought we'd wait until
graduation and the senior events
were over," said bank official Joan
Jones, explaining the intent to
avoid traffic and confusion. "It
will be warmer weather then, as
well," she continued, which will
make the move easier. Opening
at time will also allow for adjust-
ment time before the students re-
turn to campus in the fall.
"We're pretty complete,"
bank official Margaret Kunkel
said, reflecting on the construc-
tion and business. "We are put-
ting in the furniture now, and the
Apr. 22, 8:52pm Window at M.
Mather Residence broken.
Apr. 23, 12:08am Window at M- -
Mather Residence found vandalized.
Apr. 23, 1 :27pm Drug parapher- -
w TT.II
nalia found in a room in Lewis nan
during a fire safety check.
I Apr. 23, 4:15pm Item reported
stolen from Rosse Hall.
Apr. 24, 3: 1 6am Medical call at
M. Mather Residence regarding
I
an ill student. Student was trans
ported to the Health Service to see
the College physician.
Apr. 24, 8:38am Vandalism to
a vehicle in Lewis Lot reported.
Apr. 24, 2:55pm Missing "Papa
John's" sign found in a room in
M. Mather Residence.
I ADr. 24, 3:32pm Drug para
phernalia found in a room in M.
Mather Residence during a lire
safety check.
Apr. 25, 9:37am Unregistered
keg found between Maintenance
and the Kokosing Gap Trail.
Apr. 25, 10:00am Large mirror
found broken in McBnde Resi-
dence.
Anr. 25. 12:30Dm Items re
ported stolen from a room in
Hanna Hall.
Apr. 25, 2:55pm Unregistered
keg found in the woods by the
Bexley Apartments.
Apr. 25, 4:25pm Fire alarm at
McBride Residence due to an ac
tivated smoke detector. No
smoke or fire found.
Apr. 25, 6:35pm Underage stu-
dent found in possession of alco-
hol outside of Ascension Hall.
rest is just odds and ends that need
be taken care of."
Those "odds and ends" in-
clude new features which could
make the bank highly competitive
with First-Kno- x National Bank. A
fully functional ATM machine ser-
viced by Genie will be on site for
the purpose of making cash with-
drawal more convenient for cus-
tomers. "That was the goal: the
convenience of the customer,"
Kunkel said.
The bank had wanted to in-
stall a machine at the old location,
but it constituted a violation of the
American Disabilities Act. "We
had ATM people walk around the
old building, but it wasn't feasible
under the ADA," Jones said.
The bank will also be offer-
ing a new checking package in-
cluding an ATM debit card and an
overdraft protection of approxi-
mately $50. The purpose of the
entire project is to continue the
Apr. 25, 6:40pm Unregistered keg
found in a room in Leonard Hall.
Apr. 25, 7:02pm Underage stu-
dents found in possession of al-
cohol in Ascension Lot.
Apr. 25, 8:40pm Underage stu-
dent found in possession of al-
cohol in Norton Hall.
Apr. 25, 8:5 1 pm Underage stu-
dent found in possession of al-
cohol in the Village.
Apr. 25, 9:02pm Underage stu-
dent found in possession of al-
cohol in McBride Residence.
Apr. 25, 9:09pm Underage stu-
dents found in possession of al-
cohol in McBride Residence.
Apr. 26, 2:15am Two students
cited for underage consumption
by the deputy in the Village.
Apr. 26, 1 1 :56am Vandalism at
Rosse Hall reported.
Apr. 26, 6:09pm Fire alarm at
McBnde Residence due to an
detector. No
smoke or fire found.
Apr. 26, 7:17pm Window
panes in a room in Hanna Hall
reported broken.
Anr. 27. 1 1:48am Washing
machine in Peirce Hall reported
vandalized.
Apr. 28, 10:55am Car mirror
found vandalized in the Lewis
Lot. It is believed that a wood
pecker is responsible for the dam
age.
Anr. 28. 9:27pm Medical call
at McBride Residence regarding
an ill student. Student was trans
ported to the Health Service to
see the College physician.
Source: Security & Safety Office
open at new location
A fully functional ATM machine serviced by
Genie will be on site. The bank will also be
offering a new checking package including an
ATM debit card and an overdraft protection of
approximately $50.
bank's dedication to its customers,
said Jones. "We want to move for-
ward in being a bank that the com-
munity can respect."
The new bank may not appear
to be large from the outside, but its
internal area is actually twice as
I m i ii ' '
The new Peoples Bank of Gambier is located on Wiggin Street between the Red Door Cafe and the
Crozier Center for Women. Finishes touches will be completed on the buildingin time for the June
8
opening.
Trustees: Thomas funds
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
approved by the Board.
"One of my greatest satis
factions as I come to the end of
my time as chair," said Thomas,
"is the knowledge that Kenyon
has good momentum, gaining
strength year by year both aca
demically and financially. The
college has a bright future, and
I've never been more optimistic
about its prospects."
$1.5 million of Thomas do
nation will be used to fund the first
RucinottAHvrrticinc Manager: Torsten
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JODY'S
109 S. MAIN
MOUNT VERNON
397-957- 3
large as that of the old bank, more
easily facilitating business.
Though the front walk has about a
four inch drop from the level of the
door, Kunkel explained that cus-
tomers need not be concerned over
having to step up to enter the build
'
endowed chair of the campaign,
the Richard L. Thomas Chair in
Creative Writing. Lewis Hyde
has been chosen to serve as the
Thomas Professor for one se-
mester during each year, begin-
ning in September 2001 . "It is a
little early to say who we might
invite for the other half year,"
said Hyde, Luce Professor of Art
and Politics.
"A gift such as the one that
Thomas has given to the college
doesn't just express faith in the
Seifert, Jason White
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
6 a.m. to 3 p.m.
SUNDAY 8 a.m. to 3 a.m.
$3 DELIVERY CHARGE TO
KENYON
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
SATURDAY BREAKFAST BUFFET
7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
SUNDAY BREAKFAST BUFFET
8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
Discover, American Express, Mastercard, and Visa accepted
on June 8
ing. "It will be bricked; our con-
tractors have promised it by May
12."
Jones contended that the
building's presence may help
the community. "The lights
from the bank will make it
safer to walk down those
paths," she said. Jones main-
tained that if these lights look
the slightest bit harsh now,
they will be softened in the
finishing touches. "I think
we're on the homeward
stretch now," she said with en-
thusiasm.
t.
Kate Bennett
writing chair
future," said Hyde, "it enables the
future. His gift will empower cre-
ative writing at Kenyon and al-
low for scholarships for how
long? Philander Chase's college
is soon to be 1 80 years old; surely
Thomas' gift will be bearing fruit
in another 180 years, and more.
How wonderful to find such gen-
erosity and vision at the begin-
ning of Kenyon's capital cam-
paign."
Kenyon's capital campaign
will continue through June 30,
2001.
The recent gift of $1.5 mil-
lion by the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute enabled the col-
lege to purchase equipment
which was presented at the
Saturday's meeting. The presen-
tation was directed .by Associate
Professor of Biology Joan
Slonczewski and executed by
students and faculty involved in
various natural science depart-
ments at Kenyon.
"This was truly magnifi-
cent," said Oden. "The trustees
were enormously impressed not
just with the research skills and
knowledge of our students, but
also with their articulate presen-
tations."
The Board also continued
discussion of plans for the new
music building and science build-
ings. Construction for the new
music building began on Tuesday
in a symbolic groundbreaking
ceremony.
L1 Large
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I AVAILABLE IN THIN OR
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Ground broken for RosseYears ago in The Collegian
10 Years Ago, April 28, 1988, President Philip Jordan announced
Kenyon's newest endowed professorship, the John Crowe Ransom
Professorship in English. The professorship was made possible by a
one million dollar gift from an anonymous donor and would recog
nize Ransom for his contributions to Kenyon as a professor, poet, and
founder and editor of the Kenyon Review. The first professor to oc
cupy this professorship in 1988 was English professor and Kenyon
Review Editor Galbraith M. Crump.
20 Years Ago, April 23, 1978, The Kenyon Equestrian Club hosted
its first Intercollegiate Horseshow.-Seve- n schools, including Miami,
Kenyon, Western Kentucky, University of Kentucky, Murray, Middle
Tennessee State, and University of Tenncsse, participated.
35 Years Ago, Mav 15, 1963. Kenyon juniors Perry Lentz and Fred
Kluge and sophomore Richard Wormian were elected to the Campus
Senate.
45 Years Ago, April, 1953, The results of a survey recognized Kenyon
as verv hish on the list of colleges with fine programs in humanities
Kenvon students, while happy to note this acheivement, remained
dissatisfied with the scoail sciences ottered. The student body com
mented in the Collegian that "no sociology, no anthropology, and not
enough psychology was no minor setback in trying to earn a solid
education.
50 Years Aeo.ADril 30, 1948, Kenyon's many military veterans were
pleased to receive ten extra dollars in their GI checks, thanks to a
recently passed government legislation.
85 Years Ago, April 21, 1913, Kenyon graduate William Bland MO
became the first American student ever eiecieu 10 mc .u.u ...w..
,Wh mj rpsrvrtpd throuehout England as training grounds for Par
liament. Bland began attending Oxford University through a Rhodes
scholarship which he earned while attending Kenyon.
r j
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Wed. Nights
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P. Scorer '49, President Robert A.At Tuesday's groundbreaking ceremony were (from left) James
Oden, Professor Owen York, Jr., Maria Fiorelti '98, Professor Ben Locke, Knox County Bank
President and CEO David Troutman and Grounds Chief Tom Lepley.
BY HOLLY DONAHUE
Staff Writer
Tuesday marked the symbolic
beginning of Kenyon College's ex-
pansion for the 2 1 st century. Admin-
istrators, faculty, students, alumni
and friends of the college gathered
to break ground on the addition to
Rosse Hall, for which construction
will begin soon after Commencement
President Robert A. Oden, Jr.,
opened the program with general
comments on the new building and
it role in creating a "finer place for
music at Kenyon."
Trustee Emeritus James P.
Storer '49 offered to donate $1
million to music at Kenyon
through personal means and the
George P. Storer Foundation, pro-
vided that matching funds be
raised from other sources. Oden
announced the significant financial
contributions of First-Kno- x Na-
tional Bank, Knox County Com-
munity Trust, and friends of the
college, which total 25 percent of
the $1 -- million goal.
Owen York, Jr., professor
emeritus of chemistry and former
provost, spoke about the progress
of the project since the formation
of a committee approximately two
years ago. The committee first met
with chief architect Graham Gund
'63 in November 1996. York
promised that the addition to
Rosse will be finished in time for
classes in the fall of 1999 and pro- -
jectcd that the construction of the
Science Complex will be com-
pleted by September 2000.
Associate Professor and
Chair of the Department of Music
Benjamin Locke briefly outlined
the plans for the building. They in-
clude an electronic classroom, a
recording studio, handicapped ac-
cess to all levels of the building,
practice rooms and a 135-se- at re-
cital hall. Locke, Chair of the Mu-
sic Department, also expressed his
"enthusiastic support" for efforts
to remove music from the Rosse
Hall basement.
President Oden's silver
shovel will reside in the College
Archives along with other Kenyon
memorabilia.
Matthew Marino
Killed by a drunk driver
on September 29, 1992
on Roundtree Lane
in Melville, New York.
ft friends don't let friends driie drunk
4 The Kenyon Collegian Thursday, April 30, 1998
Office of Equal Opportunity releases harassment stats
The Office of Equal Opportu-
nity has released its statistics con-
cerning sexual and discriminatory
harassment on campus.
One formal grievance of
sexual harassment was heard by
the Sexual Harassment Hearing
Board (SHHB) which hears claims
of sexual harassment (and includes
a range of unwanted sexual behav-
iors from verbal harassment up
to and including sexual assault)
between students. The charge was
Ivies appoint gay
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) The
names Harvard and Yale by them-
selves evoke decades of tradition
and conformity.
Now these Ivy League bas-
tions are breaking new ground for
universities, as homosexual
couples provide new models of
domestic life for undergraduates as
dormitory leaders.
And so far, the ground-breakin- g
appointments have created
little commotion.
This July, a lesbian couple
will assume duties as housemates
at Harvard's Lowell House, a six-sto- ry
brick building with a grassy
quadrangle and a bell tower close
to the fabled Harvard Yard.
A gay man appointed dormi-
tory dean is moving with his part-
ner into Yale's Trumbull College,
a Gothic structure of seam-face- d
granite with limestone trim and
arching windows enclosing three
courtyards.
"I think it's a great new era in
being able to provide role models
that have not been available at this
level before," said Peter Novak, 32,
the Yale appointee. "We've been
welcomed, and it says a lot about
the Yale community and how tol-
erant it is, especially within the
administration."
At Harvard, professor Diana
FAC: Priorities changed
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
not diminish, classroom life,
which has always been Kenyon's
primary goal."
It is in this spirit that the FAC
recommends that teaching out-
side the classroom - such as fac-
ulty involvement in the Summer
Science Program - be considered
as teaching and not as research.
Crais also highlighted com-
munity involvement such as time-consumi- ng
committee work which
many new professors feel obligated
to perform as a drain' on time which
might otherwise be spent on teach-
ing and scholarship. Since it has
been proven that the first five to
seven years of a professor's career
are most instrumental in his deve-
lopment as an instructor and
scholar, the FAC recommends that
community involvement be el-
evated in priorty after those crucial
years have passed.
All the alterations suggested
by the FAC will apply to future,
not upheld by the board based on
the preponderance of evidence
given at the hearing.
First semester there were
eighteen informal allegations
(meaning no formal grievance was
filed) of sexual harassment re-
ported to the Office of Equal Op-
portunity via the College's sexual
harassment advisors, health and
counseling staff, the security de-
partment or the student affairs
staff. Second semester there were
Eck, 52, realizes that she and her
partner of 20 ears may raise some
eyebrows.
"We know what it's like in the
culture generally: There are many
people who are still very uncom-
fortable with this issue, so I'm sure
that will be the case here," said Ms
Eck, a professor of comparative
religion and Indian studies at Har-
vard.
The dormitories are not for-
saking their traditions, however.
The housemaster at Lowell House,
for example, has been host of a
weekly afternoon tea since 1930,
a custom Ms. Eck plans to con-
tinue.
Novak, who is pursuing a
master of fine arts in dramaturgy
and dramatic criticism at the Yale
School of Drama, says he will help
students with academics and per-
sonal problems.
"This will allow me to be an
influence in people's lives," Novak
said.
His partner of four years,
Curtis Lee, a store manager, will
not have an official role but is "very
excited about doing intramural
sports and being a part of students'
lives," Novak said.
In a Yale dorm, the dean and
the master act as surrogate parents
in the livesof the 440 students who
and not current professors, insisted
Crais. 'The faculty evaluation sys-
tem needs to recognize the reali-
ties of higher education today," he
said; a gifted professor can also be
an exceptional scholar, and it is not
unreasonable to demand both com-
ponents exist in candidates for ten-
ure and reappointment.
Provost Katherine Will added,
"The legislation aims to make the
evaluation process more explicit to
untenured faculty members, and
thus to assist them in their careers.
We will take special care to be sure
that no one gets caught in the
middle between new and old leg-
islation."
Said Crais, "It is crucial for
the life of any institution to have
an ongoing conversation about
these issues. It is not only in their
best interest, but also the faculty's
moral obligation to have a system
of faculty evaluation rigorous
enough to ensure a faculty of the
highest calibre possible."
an additional seven allegations re-
ported informally, bringing the
total to twenty-fiv- e for the year.
All informal allegations were re-
ported by students four claims
were against employees of the col-
lege and the remaining twenty-on- e
were reported by female students
against male students. The alle-
gations ranged from unwelcome
language with sexually explicit
content, to touching parts of the
body without consent, to five alle- -
couples
live there. Master Janet Henrich, a
medical professor, has live in the
dorm for a year with her husband,
Victor, a physics professor.
At Harvard, Ms. Eck and Dor-
othy Austin will become
housemasters overseeing daily life
for 450 students. Ms. Austin will
split her time between Harvard and
Drew University in New Jersey,
where she is an appointed associ-
ate professor of psychology and
religion.
"We knew that it would be an
issue for the first time to have a
same-se- x couple as masters" Ms.
Eck said. "I don't know if we
would have been appointed 10
years ago."
Administrators say sexual ori-
entation made no difference in the
appointments, which were decided
by faculty committees. Dean of
Harvard College Harry Lewis said
many people had suggested Ms.
Eck for the position not knowing
what her sexual orientation was.
"Our first criterion in looking
at people was the quality of the
individual master and what they
would bring to the house," he said.
At Yale, Novak will succeed
dean William di Canzio, who lived
alone in the dorm for eight years
and is leaving for California.
Ms. Eck and Ms. Austin will
replace professor William H.
Bossert and his wife, Mary Lee,
who are retiring after 23 years.
Harvard students seemed to
see the appointment as little cause
for concern.
"People are more interested in
who she is, and what her dedica-
tion to the house is, that her per-
sonal life, which isn't our con-
cern," said Lisa Mignone, a senior
from Bronxville, N.Y.
The same goes for many at
Yale.
gations of date or acquaintance
rape..
There were ten informal (itali-
cize) reports (meaning no formal
grievances were filed) of discrimi-
natory harassment. There were
three informal allegations of race
discrimination which took the
form of hateful graffiti,
disprepectful remarks and
threatenting and intimidating be-
havior (perpetrators unknown) re-
ported; four reports of verbal ha
Men seeking impotence
cures higher than ever
NEW YORK (AP) Six times as
many men are now seeking impo-
tence cures than when Pfizer Inc.'s
pill, Viagra, went on the market,
according to an industry report.
The Pfizer drug Viagra has
swept the impotence market. It
gained 94.4 percent of the market
for such treatments in its third
week of sales, ended April 17, ac-
cording to figures released this
week by IMS America Inc., a pri-
vate drug industry researcher.
Beyond usurping No. 1 spot
in the impotence market, Viagra
has dramatically expanded the
number of men who buy drugs to
treat impotence. The market re-
searcher estimates that the market
for sexual disorder treatments has
jumped 51 1 percent since Viagra
went up for sale.
That includes men who are
continuing prescriptions of earlier
drugs. New prescriptions have
risen even more quickly. There
were only 1 1 ,549 men filling new
prescriptions for impotence in the
week ended April 3, according to
Congratulations to outgoing ed-
itors IN CHIEF KRISTEN FlLIPIC AND BEN
vore for their outstanding work
with The Collegian this year.
'98
rassment based on sexual orienta-
tion; two instances of gender ha-
rassment reported by female em-
ployees against male employees;
one informal allegation of age dis-
crimination between employees
and one report of hate speech on
the basis of religion.
Contributed by Wendy
Hess, Equal Opportunity
Officer and College
Ombudsperson
IMS. Now there are 1 19,809.
The drug picked up five per-
cent of new prescriptions in its first
week and 79 percent by the sec-
ond week, according to IMS fig-
ures.
In the latest week, 1 1 3, 1 34 of
the 1 19,809 men who filled pre-
scriptions for impotence treat-
ments bought Viagra, known ge-nerica- lly
as sildenafil.
That compares with 4,609 for
Muse, a distant No. 2 seller with
3.8 percent of the market. Muse, a
suppository that is inserted by a
slender plunger pushed into the
end of the penis. Muse, which had
69 percent of the market when Via-
gra came out on the market, has
suffered most from the new drug's
debut.
The first impotence drug ap-
proved by the Food and Drug
Administration in 1995,
Pharmacia & Upjohn's injected
drug Caverject, accounted for
1,761 of new prescriptions filled
in the latest week, or 1.5 percent
of the market.
- '99 Collegian Staff
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Spring
)ance
Concert
Tonight
Tonight
Friday
At Kenyon
EVENTS
Art Opening. Olin Atrium
Saturday Spring Dance Concert. 8 p.m. Bolton Theater
Friday Feature: Women's and Gender Studies Senior Seminar Program.
4: 1 5 p.m. Crozier Center
Friday Kokosingers Concert. 7 p.m. Rosse Hall
Saturday Recital: Music Department Students. 8 p.m. Rosse Hall
Sunday Faculty Recital: Paul Pisano, piano. 4 p.m. Rosse Hall
Sunday Stairwells Concert. 7:52 p.m. Peine Lounge
Monday Cornerstones Concert. 7 p.m. KC
Tuesday One-A- ct Plays: Spanish 22 Class, 7 p.m. Hill Theater
TBA, Exam Week Lost in Gambier Concert
May 9 KCES Nature Series: Spring YVildflowers, with Pat Heithaus. 10 a.m.
KCES
FINALS
Date 8:30 - 1 1 :30 a.m. 1:30-4:3- 0 p.m. 6:30-9:3- 0 p.m.
May 5 Period D Period A Period 6
May 7 Period B Period 1 Period 4
May 9 Period 3 Period 8 Period E
May 1 1 Period 5 Period 7 Period 2
HUB THE COLIEOIAN
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INTERESTED IN A SUBSCRIPTION
TO THE COLLEGIAN?
Contact the staff through e-m- ail at
collegiankenyon.edu
N0ar. far. Whenzver you anz.
Diversion
f)on't 10 your Vsznt sink,
fldvertise in Aversions.
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DIVERSIONS
a weekly listing of local and regional events
TONIGHT - SATURDAY H I'M BOLTON THEATER April 30 - May 1 8
Off the Hill
EVENTS
Friday Carrot Top. 8 p.m. Murat Theater Call 469 - 0939
Friday - Sunday Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. Columbus
Junior Theater Call 224 - 6672
Saturday - Sunday Rugrats - A Live Adventure. The Crown Call 431 - 3600
Saturday - Sunday Quail Hollow Craft and Herb Fair. Call (330) 877 - 2382
May 5 Wine tasting. 6:30 p.m. Strada Call 228 - 8244
May 7 -- The Bible: The Complete Word of God (Abridged). 8 p.m. Capitol The
ater Call 469 - 0939
May 8 The Four Bitchin' Babes. 8 p.m. Call 469 - 0939
May 8 Lisa Loeb with Chantal Kreviazuk. 8 p.m. Call 43 1 - 3600
May 9 Aretha Franklin. 8 p.m. Palace Theater Call 469 - 0939
May 12 Eric Clapton. 8 p.m. Call 431 - 3600
FILMS
The following movies are playing at Colonial Cinemas in Mount Vernon. Call 393-354- 2
for more information.
LOST IN SPACE (Gary Oldman, William Hurt) Based on the television series.
THE WEDDING SINGER (Adam Sandler, Drew Barrymore) A wedding singer
finds love while aspiring to be a better musician.
U.S. Marshals (Tommy Lee Jones, Wesley Snipes) U.S. Marshal Sam Gerard re-
turns to hunt down a government hit man.
The following movies are opening elsewhere:
Opening Tomorrow:
BLACK DOG (Patrick Swayze, Randy Travis, Meat Loaf) An ex-co- n and an aspir-
ing country singer become targets of the FBI when they haul a shipment of stolen
weapons across the country.
DANCER, TEXAS POP. 81 Four high school students must decide whether to stay in
town or leave after graduation.
A FRIEND OF THE DECEASED Dark comedy about a man who hires a profes-
sional to kill him and then, after a change of heart, hires a retired soldier to kill the hit
man.
HE GOT GAME (Denzel Washington) A man incarcerated for killing his wife must
try to get his son, a highly recruited basketball star, to play in the same state as the
prison.
LES MISERABLES (Liam Neeson, Uma Thurman, Claire Danes) A police officer
tries to track down an escaped convict.
THE OTHER SIDE OF SUNDAY A young girl faces the challenges of coming of
age in the 1950s.
SHOOTING FISH Two men set out to exploit the "rich get richer" syndrome by
using every coupon and entering every sweepstakes.
STILL BREATHING (Brendan FraserJ Romantic comedy about a street per-
former who meets his match in the woman of his dreams.
WILDE (Vanessa Redgrave) A focus on the life of Oscar Wilde during his 1882
lecture tour.
Opening May 8:
ARTEMISIA Period drama about the first known female artist.
B. MONKEY (Rupert Everett) A London teacher falls in love with a 19-year-- old
thief and tries to reform her.
Freeman) A schoolboy discovers a cometDEEP IMPACT (Robert Duvall, Morgan
hurtling towards Earth while taking pictures for his astronomy class and is caught up in
an international race against time to save the world.
Nova Scotia for his sister s wed-
ding
THE HANGING GARDEN A gay man returns to
and must face his family and his past.
THE KINGDOM 2 Two Swedish doctors try to expose each other's evil deeds.
WOO (Jada Pinkett, David Chappelle) The life of a straight-lace- d law clerk is turned
upside down when he goes on a blind date with a neurotic woman.
Movie dates and descriptions courtesy of Entertainment Columbus.
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Late night snacks
As the recent rash of drunk driving accidents attests to,
Kenyon students want early morning food. But why
should they have to jeopradize their lives?
Unless you've stocked your room with endless amounts of
ramen noodles and other non-perishab- le goods, chances are any kind
of food is pretty hard to come by in the late-nig- ht hours at Kenyon.
The Cove, which of all the food options on campus stays open latest,
still stops delivering food at around 1:45 a.m. Coincidently, most
parties involving alcohol end at 2 a.m., leaving no on-camp- us food
option for students. And lets face it, even if there is $200 worth of
alternative food at a party, Kenyon students like to eat, especially in
the early hours of the morning.
So what options are left for students desiring a late-nig- ht snack?
In the case of Ben Hawk '00 (see letter on page 7) a late trip to Ike's
earlier this year led to potentially deadly consequences. Last semes-
ter too, a student narrowly avoided a fatal accident in me pursuit of
early morning food. Before that, a late-nig- ht trip to Mount Vernon
almost took the life of sophomore Holly Clark.
So what is the college doing to alleviate (his situation? From
what we can see, nothing more than forums discouraging students
from making these deadly trips.
It's going to take more than talk to make sure our students stay
alive. These incidents illustrate point-blan- k the need for the college
to take the lead in creating and promoting late-nig- ht food options on
campus.
At most colleges and universities, food service does not end at
7 p.m. They have late night (often 24 hour) establishments where
students can get a snack as part of their meal plan. Kenyon has long
resisted changes in the meal plan, claiming that it would take away
from the Kenyon Atmosphere. Maybe its time to reconsider that
decision.
The college and village seem to have made room for a rather
unsightly new bank, so why not make room for something more
important than easy banking: the lives of Kenyon students.
An establishment that stays open until 4 a.m. and provides a
variety of simple foods would ensure that students go to bed satiated,
safe and most importantly, away from their cars.
Office: Chase Tower at tlie lop of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: Tlie Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Ganibier, OH 43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Ganibier, OH 43022
E-m-
ail address: collegiankenyon.edu
WWW address: http:www.kenyon.edupubscollegian
Plione numbers: (614) 427-533- 8, 5339
The opinion page is a space for members of tlie community to discuss issues relevant
to tlie campus and the world at large. Tlie opi nions expressed on Uiis page belong only
to tlie writer. Columns and letters to lite editors do not reflect (lie opinions of tlie Kenyon
Collegian staff. Voice from tlie Tower is used when a member of the Kenyon Collegian
staff wishes to express a personal opinion apart from tlie staff as a whole. All members
of tlie community are welcome to express opinions tlirough a letter to the editors. Tlie
Kenyon Collegian reserves die right loedit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
Tlie Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Lellers inusl be
signed by individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or less. Lellers must
also be received no later than tlie Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian
prints as many lellers as possibleeach weeksubjecttospace, inlereslandapproprialeness.
Members of the editorial board reserve tlie right lo reject any submission. Tlie
Collegian also will consider publishing lellers wliich run considerably beyond 200
words. If such a letter meeLs the above criteria of space, interest and appropriateness,
the author will be notified and the Idler will be published as a guest column.
The Kenyon Collegian is published weekly while the college is in session, except
during exanunalion and vacation periods. Tlie views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect tlie views of Kenyon College.
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Memories
BY MOLLY WILLOW
Staff Columnist
As this is my last column for a
year to be written on American
soil, I've begun to develop a sense
of premature nostalgia. Next year I
will be in France and no matter
how anxious I may be to get off this
campus now, I know come this
time next year I'll be reading Diet
Coke cans just to see English. Will
I find myself comforted by the
words "potassium benzoate" just
because they aren't preceded by a
"le?" Peut-etr- e. (Maybe.)
So before I become homesick
for a place I haven't even left yet,
let us take this time to review those
things that out here amongst the
pollen seem to take on a cultural
resonance. There are certainly more
important things that I will miss,
but here, in no particular order, are
the silly, inexplicable ones:
1) Cheese. I do not know, nor
could I ever hope to explain, why
my two years here have turned me
into a person who becomes giddy
at the sight of cheddar. I feel no
personal guilt or shame in admit-
ting that the tenorof my afternoons
is often determined by what sort
"du fromage" is resting in that ex-trab- in
of the sandwich bar. Perhaps
it is because at home I live a little
over an hour from a huge dairy
farm where you can walk in the
special viewing area and look down
on the curds being stirred. (I swear
this is interesting.) Maybe it's just
me. But I have heard many a con-
versation during extendo center
around the perfect grilled cheese
K.Y.S. member remembers group
I just received my 4998 Col-
legian in the mail and noticed in
the "Years ago in the Collegian"
section an item that I know some-
thing about. I graduated from
Kenyon in 1 99 1 and was a member
of the K.Y.S. that was mentioned
as being in the news in the 4788
Collegian. However, the letters
K.Y.S. stood for the Kenyon Yo-deli- ng
Society, even though
technically we were a women's
society.
I was a part of the original
group who formed this organiza
Take Back the
I just read the Collegian and I
wanted to point something out.
To my knowledge, NONE of
the cutouts for Take Back the Night
were vandalized. They were fall-
ing over because they weren't
weighted down very well and it
was EXTREMELY windy last
week. My office overlooks Middle
Path and I watched them fall over
E-m-
ail Letters to
ofKenyon
I am sure every person on this campus has
things or events that they see as an inherent
part of Kenyon.
making technique (level two on
the frying pan, about five minutes
each side, be patient), so I choose
to believe I'm not alone.
2) Late night trips to anywhere
greasy or seedy. I have only had
access to a car for two months
now, and am still discovering the
joys of late night dining. There is
nothing like going to sleep with
half a pound of saturated fat hard-enin- g
in your arteries, and
second-han- d smoke clinging to
your hair. Not to mention the
boundless entertainment tliat can
be found merely watching tlie col-
orful locals and bizarre college
students try to figure each other
out.
. 3) Movies. Forsomeitis"The
Breakfast Club" (I always thought
the Judd Nelson-Moll- y Ringwald
thing was contrived), for others it
may be 'Top Gun" (with high
marks given for "tlie volleyball
scene," I still can't handle watch-
ing Tom kill Goose). Everyone has
movies they've watched a thou-
sand times. They don't have to be
good, they just have to not be home-
work. For my roommate and I it
seems to be action movies. I have
watched 'The Rock," "Executive
Decision" and "Tombstone" so
many times that Nic, Sean, Kurt,
and Val are more familiar to me
than the last book I read for class.
There is also "Clue," a phenom
tion. We chose this name because
it was "random" and not associ-
ated with the Greek system. We
wanted lo differenetiate ourselves
from the Greek system and we
wanted a name for the group that
did not stereotype us. We even
made t-sh- irts that first year we
formed, and I still have mine. The
back of the shirt contained draw-
ings of various women of all styles
and colors, to reflect the diversity
in our group, and the diversity that
we believed in.
It is true, as the article says.
Night cutouts
all day. One of them lost a hand
when it fell against a light pole. I
did notice efforts to weigh them
down but this was done rather in-
completely.
I spend long hours in the Li-
brary (including after closing
hours) and am often outside during
the "wee hours" of tlie morning.
Not once did I see any of the cut
experience
enon I don't care to explain, but
expect to one day have as big a
following as "The Rocky Horror
Picture Show."
4) The Beta Rock. I love this
rock. Or rather, I love the vandal-
ism to which this rock is subjected.
I love that pledges have to paint it
manly pink and baby blue. I think
this is a great tradition. If it weren't
so diligently tended to it wouldn't
be nearly so satisfying to see de-
faced. I especially admired the
artistry ofwhoever spackled it with
Oreos; the first bio-degrada- ble
vandalism I've seen. Right now
the rock is emblazoned with fe-
male signs, which I find a nice
combination of insult and injury. It
is an odd focal point for social
rivalry, but it doesn't hurt anyone
and it spices up the landscape.
I choose only to draw atten-
tion to these tilings because they
have little value outside this town,
with the exception of Sean
Connery. I am sure every person
onUiiscampushasthingsorevenls
tliat they see as an inherent part of
Kenyon. They are part of itscharm,
and part of the reason there is such
a thing as a "Kenyon Experience."
When I leave for good in two years,
I'm sure I'll have a whole new list
of possibly more meaningful things
that say Kenyon to me. For now
it's off to France, where they really
know their cheese.
that the group did "not last long,"
but I think that even in the short
time we were together (less than 3
years, I think), we formed some
strong bonds and made a state-
ment
I love the "Years ago in the
Collegian" section! It brings back
many fond memories!
Sincerely,
Alison J. Black '91
Former Area Coordinator for
First Year Students
notvandalized
outs harassed or molested in any
way. I did watch as the continually
fell over, and at first, I was setting
them back up. Eventually, it be-
came obvious that they simply
weren't going to stand widi tlie
wind.
Dan Frederick
ICS System Manager
the Editor to the COLLEGIAN account.
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Student questions Werner
Last Saturday night I found
myself feeling almost the victim of
Security and Safety Head, Dan
Werner. He went on a lengthy
tirade, targeted at me because he
felt my behavior out of line. When
I asked him about what rule I vio-
lated he continued yelling at me
claiming I pushed up against the
rope dividing the dancing crowd
from the band.
Truth be known, like the rest
of the crowd I was right up against
this rope and got bumped, thus
pushing further into the rope, but
not over it-a- n accident, not an in-
tended act. Perhaps, Mr. Werner
was just blowing off steam al ter a
stressful day, but that does not jus-
tify his behavior.
Evidence of this comes from
the fact that while Mr. Werner
yelled at me, his colleagues stood
to the side looking dumbfounded
and perplexed, possibly question-
ing why their superior was acting
in such an unprofessional, and I
might add violent, manner at a
seemingly innocent student.
Furthermore, upon further
querying about my offense, he
asked my name (a legitimate re-
quest) and he turned me around to
look at the back of my sweatshirt,
an invasion of my person and a
fruitless venture on his part. 1 iden-
tified myself and asked him his
name. After he made a loud intro-
duction I asked if he had plans for
further action against me and if so
on what grounds. Evidently, I broke
no rule because he made an abrupt
about face and walked away. Why
he wasted so much time yelling at
OPINION The Kenyon Collegian
The consequences of driving drunk
- On Monday, January 12, 1 was
driving into Gambier from Dee's,
an all-nig- ht diner in Mount Vemon
we all know the place. We all
know what Dee's is traditionally
used for at 1:30 in the morning,
also. After a night of drinking, you
go to Ike's to sober up a bit before
you hit the proverbial hay. I, how-
ever, hit a couple of very literal
trees.
I have done some stupid things
before in my life, but I am still
amazed at the lack of intelligence I
exhibited, as well as the sheer
imensity of the mistake I made. I
have never driven under the influ-
ence of alcohol before, and when I
decided to get behind the wheel of
my friend's car, I thought that I was
perfectly capable of driving, espe-
cially in comparison to my friend,
who was certainly not. I was wrong.
Earlier in the evening, I had con-
sumed a forty-ounc-e ofbeer before
I got in the car, and that proved to
be enough to impair my judgement
to the extent that I drove so fast that
I lost control of the car completely
and skidded into two trees.
The car was damaged beyond
repair. Both airbags were deployed.
My friend, who was in the passen-
ger seat, received an inch-lon- g cut
me when strangers to Kenyon Col-
lege were all over the campus blows
my mind. This isolated incident
did not warrant a ruthless explo-
sion on Mr. Werner's behalf.
1 Iowever, it seems as if such be-havi- or
reflects his nature. 1 le comes
off more as a tyrant on a power trip
tlian a concerned employee of the
college.
This brings me to a larger and
more important point - Security
and Saftey at Kenyon College. I
realize the college needs a staff of
this sort both for protection from
the outside and within the Kenyon
community. I also respect various
rules which Security and Safety
must uphold. However, the pur-
pose of these rules stems from
reasons revolving around safety.
For instance, rules regarding alco-
hol exist for reasons concerning
the amount which students may
potentially consume in a given
night. Student safety is of primary
interest in this rule.
However, it seems that the
office of Security and Safely has
extended its role. By this I mean
that some, and I emphasize some
and not all, staff members seek out
trouble instead of letting it come to
their attention. This is hardly con-
ducive to a pleasant college
atmosphere and benefits the col-
lege in no way.
I think back to a conversation
I had my sophomore year with
former dean of students, Craig
Bradley. In our discussion he ex-
pounded upon his belief that the
office's name needed a change to
Safely. His point held that ihe
on his nose and a trip to the emer-
gency room. I received a DUI
charge and a couple of hours in
jail. While in jail, I thought about
many tilings, including the fact that
I was in jail. Then I thought, I am
so glad that Matt wasn't killed.
Around the same time when I
thought this, I was hit with the
sudden realization that Matt could
have been killed. Then I realized
that I could have killed the both of
us, or anyone who might have been
walking on the street at that time. I
am glad I demanded that we both
wear our seat belts. I felt terrible. I
had become part of the statistic of
which no one wants to be a part:
that of the number of car accidents
related to alcohol.
As a result of the accident, the
school has imposed on me the fol-
lowing sanctions:
1. I will be placed on
Disciplanary Probation until I
graduate. Any future violation of
the college's policies or regula-
tions, and in particular those
involving drugs and alcohol, will
very likely result in my suspension
or dismissal from the college. Fur-
ther, too, any violation of any of
the sanctions imposed will likely
result in the same.
office's agenda should revolve
around protecting students, not
making them feel as if they lived in
a police state under martial law.
Obviously my words are extreme
and slightly exagerating my point,
but Dean Bradley made perfect
sense.
Kenyon gains a bad reputa-
tion when its students harp on the
fact that they feel the very people
employed for their protection are
working against them and not with
them. Kenyon need not have the
reputation of a party school, but its
students should, at the very least,
feel comfortable in their environ-
ment.
Because of this the Office of
Security and Safety needs some
minor, but fundamental changes.
Frankly, it just needs to lighten up;
some of its staff need to adopt the
tactics and tact, for that matter, of
oilier members of the staff. As a
relatively mature senior, looking
back on my years I have met some
great employees who have made a
concerted effort to know students
and do everything in their power to
promote what the office has in
mind safety. They do this because
it benefits the college and, I imag-
ine, it makes their job much more
enjoyable.
However, after Saturday
night's incident my intuition leads
me to reject most arguments on the
Security and Safety end. I find
myself increasingly steafast in the
belief that students are not the ones
stepping out of line.
Edward VV. Wartels '98
2. I am required to continue
meeting with Kenyon's drug and
alcohol counselor (prior to the Judi-
cial Board hearing I decided to go in
for drug and alcohol counseling)
until the counselor deems that the
sessions are no longer necessary.
3. My parking privileges, as
well as my right to have a car on
campus ground at all, are revoked
until I graduate.
4. I must perform 25 hours of
community service every semes-
ter until I graduate, beginning with
the current semester, and I am re-
quired to develop a presentation
on the dangers of drunk driving.
5. I must write a signed letter
(this one) to be submitted for pub-
lication to the Collegian.
I would urge that no one on
this campus or anywhere else ever
consider attempting to drive a car
after they have had anything at all
to drink. There is no apparent rea-
son to me that anyone could have
to drive after drinking. Nothing
can be worth the threat posed to the
lives of anyone around. I will cer-
tainly not drive after drinking again,
and I hope that everyone who reads
this will not make the same mis-
take that I did.
Benjamin Hawk '00
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Jenny Ross named Advisor of the Year
Commitee on Student Life selected Ross for commitment and many nominations
BY KELLY DUKE
Staff Writer
Jenny Ross is no stranger to
Kenyon organizations. Her face
is known to students for her
work with groups such as the
Drug and Alcohol Abuse Preven-
tion Board (DAAPB), the Resi-
dent Advisory Committee
(RAC) and the House Managers.
Because of her work with these
organizations, Ross was selected
the Campus Organization Advi-
sor of the Year.
Unfortunately, Ross will be
leaving Kenyon at the end of the
academic year. She plans to move
to Michigan and possibly pursue
graduate study. On June 6, Ross
is getting married to a fellow
Kenyon alum.
Ross's official titles are As-
sistant to the Dean of Residential
Life and Summer Conference Co-
ordinator. These positions have a
variety of duties. For Residential
Life, Ross works only with
upperclass students. Supervising
Senior Week culminates
students' past four years
BY MICHELLE SANTANGELO
Senior Staff Writer
After the end of classes, the
seniors will undergo one last
Kenyon experience, Senior Week,
before receiving their diplomas.
Running from May 11 to the 14,
Senior Week represents both the
end of a career at Kenyon for se-
niors and the culmination of a
year's work for the Senior Class
Committee.
Senior Class President Kate
Masley '99 said, "Everyone sees
Senior Week in a different way.
We've put a lot of hard work into
it. The committee has truly been
one of the most motivated and
dedicated groups I have ever been
a part of."
Trying to keep every member
of the senior class entertained for
four days is a tremendous under-
taking, as evidenced by the com-
ments of Alicia Baker '99, another
member of the committee.
"The main idea was to make
Senior Week inclusive for all se-
niors. We didn't want to place a lot
of emphasis on drinking. We
wanted to plan activities that
would attract the maximum num-
ber of seniors," said Baker.
Part of this effort stems from
the concerns expressed by a vocal
minority of students at the begin-
ning of the year. They objected to
the use of their dues to pay for al-
coholic events they would not at-
tend. "In the past, the only alcoho-
l-free evening activities were
movies at the Crozier Center,
which weren't well attended," said
f
Kale Bennett
Jenny Ross
the fourteen house managers is her
favorite part of the job. She meets
weekly with them and helps plan
activities such as speakers, study
breaks, pizza parties and band per-
formances. This group plans
Phriday Phling as well.
Ross' duties with Residential
Life, which she sees as less agree-
able, include dealing with vandal-
ism, damage, mediation of room-
mate conflicts and disciplining
students who break college
'I think we did an awesome job of it. I'm excited
to see how it works out. I think people will really
like what we've planned.'
Alicia Baker '99
Kate Niven '99. This year, the
Craft Center, Observatory, and
Gund Commons will be open as
alternatives.
The week begins with a
President's reception at Cromwell .
Cottage, followed by Family Feud
and karaoke in Lower Dempsey.
"Just for friends-wis- e, I'm looking
forward to karaoke," said Niven.
"We're going to make fools out of
ourselves."
Tuesday features the annual
Mohican canoe trip and expedition
to Cedar Point. The evening's en-
tertainment is the Senior Drama
production and a viewing of The
Shining, appropriately in Old
Kenyon because of its haunted
reputation.
The seniorfaculty softball
game is planned for Wednesday,
which has been dubbed Billy
Madison Day. Of the day's
theme, Baker said, "I think it's
about getting in touch with our
youth."
Masley was a little more
blunt. "You could call it Regres-
sion Day. Our menu for that day is
totally kids food: Twinkies,
Sloppy Joes, grilled cheese, and
tomato soup." The highlights are
a dunking booth, sprinklers, and a
giant water slide.
'As a committee, we chose her because she has
given so much to Kenyon and done such an
excellent job in all three of these organizations.
She is very loved by the students she works with,
and was nominated more than once.'
Hilary Lowbridge '99
Ross also works with the Stu-
dent Council Housing and
Grounds Committee. With this
group of students, she runs the
housing lottery. The Housing and
Grounds Committee also selects
the Co-o- p Bookstore managers
and approves Special Interest
Group Housing. In addition, she
works with the Residential Area
Council (RAC), helping them
plan the Holiday Decorating Con-
test, the Mural Contest and the
Last Day of Loudness which is a
picnic and concert on the last day
of classes.
Beginning June 1 each year.
The evening closes with the
Tacky Prom, DJ-e- d by Assistant
Director of Admissions Dolph
Clinton.
Masley and Niven shared
their attire ideas for Tacky Prom.
"My friend just bought me a
pair of red high heels," said Niven.
"I think I'm going to have to find
something that doesn't go with
them."
"I'm going to wear my junior
year prom dress it's atrocious,"
said Masley. "It's just this bright,
loud thing with hot pink flowers.
And I think I'll wear hot pink high
heels, too."
Campus-wid- e games of Capture
the Flag and Frisbee Golf will be held
on Thursday afternoon. Seniors will
then attend a SeniorFaculty Recep-
tion and Dinner that evening.
The final event will be a per-
formance by Fly-R- y and the Blues
Child, with the Go to Hell Quartet
opening the act.
"Last year they had a lot of
off-camp-
us bands, but this year
we've got Fly-Ry- ," said Baker. "It
will nice to have a local band."
Of the week in general, Baker
said, "I think we did an awesome
"job of it. I'm excited to see how it
works out. I think people will re-
ally like what we've planned."
she arranges housing and meals
for summer conferences and
camps.
With DAAPB, Ross helps
plan substance free all-camp- us
activities as well as alcohol
awareness week. She is also
project director of the Coalition,
a group which tries to curb heavy
drinking on campus. They hold
forums for discussion of issues
related to alcohol abuse. "When
we have students drunk and driv-
ing, we've got problems," Ross
said of drinking at Kenyon. "My
goal is to prevent this from hap-
pening again."
Random Moments
What is the most stressful situation in
your life right now?
.1 L.
'V f
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Ross is a 1990 graduate of
Kenyon. While a student, she was
a house manager and the manager
of Weaver Cottage. "There's
something special about working
for Kenyon since I went to school
here," Ross said.
Ross is enthusiastic about her
work. "I love it," she said. "It
doesn't leave me much time for
myself, but I love working with
the groups and wish I had more
time for them." Hilary Lowbridge
'99, Chair of the Committee on
Student Life, which coordinates
this award said, "As a committee,
we chose her because she has
given so much to Kenyon and
done such an excellent job in all
three of these organizations
DAAPB, RAC, and House Man-
agers. She is very loved by the
students she works with, and was
nominated more than once." De-
spite the work she does, Ross was
surprised to receive this award.
She said, "It's nice to be recog-
nized for doing what you love
to do."
Clare Tessman '01
The fact that I am still
alive.
Josh Davis "98
Wombats. Templars. The
WKCO Konspiracy. Fifty
pages of junk due when
people read this. It's a
good life
Adam Levine '00
I never stress... about
anything.
Robert Hamburger
'98
How to get this spoon
out of my ear.
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Summer Science Program Benefits Students
Students are able to experience and control anything from cloning to computer analyzing
BY HEATHER GRIGSBY
Senior Staff Writer
While most students are
packing up to leave, the students
participating in the Summer Sci-
ence Program will be staying on
campus to conduct independent
research projects in conjunction
with faculty.
In order to be selected for the
Summer Science Program, stu-
dents must find a faculty member
to sponsor and work with them on
their project and submit a proposal
outlining the purpose and method
of their study. Students generally
begin this process in the first se-
mester of their junior year. The
sponsoring professor must write a
letter of approval and agreement
to supervise the work during a six
to eight week period during the
summer.
The program came about
gradually because students in the
past stayed at Kenyon during the
summer to assist with faculty re-
search projects. Faculty mem-
bers began to include students in
their own research grants which
involved providing a salary for
student work.
The science department then
proposed a program in which the
college would sponsor a number
This Friday, May first, the last Friday
Feature of the year will be held in Crozier
at 4:15 p.m. The presentation will be a
Women's and Gender Studies Independent
Research project done by a student whose
topic is "Relationships at Kenyon."
"Friday Features are generally mtor--
mal discussions based on a topic of the
guest's choice," said Dottie Pitts, one ot
the Crozier managers, "Hie guest starts
with information (some facts and some
opinions) and then there is a question and
of students for this type of sum-
mer project. Some of the impor-
tant funds come from the
Howard Hughes Grant, COSEN,
faculty grants and the Council
for Undergraduate Research. In
most cases, the student works
with a faculty member who is
conducting research in a simi-
lar field of study to the
student's proposed major. Stu-
dents receive a research bud-
get and stipend for the summer.
"The Summer Science Pro-
gram is an opportunity for
Kenyon students to become in-
volved in extended individual
research that supposedly re-
flects a graduate school or ca-
reer setting," said Maggie
Somple 99.
The students will be conduct-
ing a wide variety of interesting
research experiments. "I will be
performing a computational analy-
sis of an important enzyme in your
nervous system, acetylcholine es-
terase, in order to find out how its
mechanism is carried out in the
body. The breakdown of this en-
zymatic pathway is instrumental in
Alzheimer's Disease and chemical
warfare (nerve gas). This is a
mechanism that, until recent devel-
opments in computer programs,
hasn't been able to be studied be--
answer session. Is is a very comtortaoie
and family-lik- e setting with refreshments
provided to make it even more comfort-
able."
Everyone who wants to learn more
about the study that was conducted is wel-
come to attend. Pitts said, "We are trying
to attract anyone who may be interested in
learning more about this topic from a re-
searched point of view."
'It's great because, instead of being a cookie-cutte- r lab like many other
colleges offer, the Summer Science Program gives undergraduates an
opportunity to experience all of the unpredictable ups and downs that
inherently go with lab work and helps them to become better prepared for a
future in lab work. It's an incredible program that allows yoil to take the
knowledge that you've learned over the years and apply it.'
Brian Gibney '99
cause of its complexity," said
Katie Varda "99.
Brian Gibney '99 will be re-
searching the effects of oxidative
stress on protein expression in
Drosophila melanogaste (fruit fly)
tissue culture cells.
Somple, who is working
with visiting professor, Chris
Gillen, will attempt to local-
ize and clone a NaK2C1-cotransport- er
in Malpighian
tubules of the tobacco horn-wor- m,
Manduca sexta.
"TheNaK2Cl- - cotransporter
is involved in salt and water bal-
ance and the Malpighian tubules
are the equivalent of the human
kidney. We are using RT-PC- R and
Northern blot analysis," said
Somple.
The experience gained
through the Summer Science
Program is benjficial to students
planning to pursue graduate
Crozier holds final discussion
on relationships at Kenyon
BY PAIGE BALDWIN
StaffWriter
The study was conducted on love and
sexuality in the 1990's in general and at
Kenyon in particular. The results should
reflect Kenyon's social atmosphere and be
a good indication of some phenomena that
make the topics of romance and sexuality
so interesting.
"We want to make people aware that
this topic an interesting topic of conversa-
tion," said Pitts. Friday Features are con-
ducted at Crozier and try to focus in on
conversations that the student body is in-
terested in.
This particular study focuses on ro-
mantic and sexual relationships and how
they work at Kenyon as a particular way
of understanding them. For Kenyon stu
dents, this is an interesting opportunity to
leam more about what a peer has touna
throuch her studies of the campus.
If you'd like to learn more about the
results of the study and participate in a con
versation about the nature of relationships
on Kenyon's campus, this week's Friday
Feature is a great place to start.
Stop Surfing the Net for Porn!
Wyt Henpon Collegian
ONLINE
http:www.kenyon.edupubscollegian
study or to those who are simply
interested in exploring research
possibilities.
"I think it the program is
a good opportunity to work
closely with a faculty member
and enjoy Kenyon's campus in
the summer. Many studies are
performed that are cn the cut-
ting edge of science and have
the possibility of being pub-
lished," said Varda.
"It's great because, instead
of being a cookie-cutte- r lab
like many other colleges offer,
the Summer Science Program
gives undergraduates an oppor-
tunity to experience all of the
unpredictable ups and downs
that inherently go with lab
work and helps them to become
better prepared for a future in
lab work. It's an incredible pro-
gram that allows you to take
the knowledge that you've
learned over the years and ap-
ply it," said Gibney.
Somple felt, "In all honesty,
the Kenyon College Summer Sci-
ence Program is truly unique. You
cannot get this kind of graduate
experience at many other institu-
tions because most seem to be con-
cerned with their own research.
Here the students are able to de-
sign and complete their own
projects."
For some students the pro-
gram is not simply about ex--perien- ce.
"This will be my sec-
ond year as a summer science
scholar. Originally, I started
out with the desire just to ex-
perience what lab work is like
so I would know if I would
enjoy it as a career. Now, I've
gotten hooked. I know it's
something I want to do and it's
a great way to spend the sum-
mer," said Gibney.
ictoria's Secret
Catalogue is the place
to be this Summer!
;t-- S
Victoria's Secret Catalogue has the schedule that's right for
you - and the rewards, too! Join us and enjoy these great
advantages:
Variety of schedules(hoursdays)
State-of-the-a- rt environment
Convenient locaUons
Free parking
On the busline
Great on-sit- e cafe'
Discounts of up to 30 at
The Limited, Inc. Divisions
To leam more, contact your Placement Office or stop by either
of the following locations to complete an application:
In "l"mhus
3425 Morse Crossing
Jobline: 337-WOR- K Fax: 61 4-337-5- 075
Phone: 61 4-337-5- 788 Email: JOBSVSCat.com
LcLKetterina
5959 Bigger Road
Jobline: 438-WOR- K Fax:937-438-403- 5
Phone: 937-438-41- 89 Email: jUD3IS!V3wiu..
VICTORIA'S SECRET
' l CATALOGUE
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Dance concert promises to be distinct, diverse
BY MICHELLE SANTANGELO
Senior Staff Writer
Performers promise the Spring
Dance Concert will be one of the
most distinct endeavors of the
dance department in recent years.
Performed tonight, tomorrow and
Saturday in the Bolton Tlieater, the
curtain will go up at 8 each night.
Student tickets are available for$l
at the Bolton Box Office starling
April 27.
"I think this concert is good in
terms of movement invention," said
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Dance Stacy Reischman. "I think a
lot of the students have explored
movement and come up with new
movement. They're not repealing
the steps they've learned in classes
to form new dances. I think that's
made the pieces themselves stron-
ger."
The concert opens with a per-
formance by the intermediate
modern class. According to Asso-
ciate Professor of Dance Maggie
Patton, the instructor of the class,
the work features a collage of ma-
terial taken from the course.
Accompanist John Idoine '00 plays
the drums to complement the piece.
"Encounters" is the work of
Samantha Van Saun '98. It is cho-
reographed for 10 dancers to the
music of Bernstein, and the move-
ment ranges from everyday
motions to strenuous.
"Like all my dances," said Van
Saun, "it is a visual representation
ofmy life right now." She refrained
from further comment, preferring
that people see it before more dis-
cussion.
Third in the concert is a solo
choreographed and performed by
Amy Todd '98. Patton character-
ized the piece, danced to U2's
"Love is Blindness," as bittersweet.
What: Spring Dance
Concert
When: Tonight, tomorrow
and Saturday, 8 p.m.
Where: Bolton theater
Todd said, "It's about a woman
who was in love but it didn't work
out. You see a progression through
the piece: melancholy, anger and
she's really biller, but she works
through all that and resolves her
feelings so she's not so angry any-
more."
The choreographic style is
somewhat of a departure for Todd,
whose past works have been more
abstract. "I'm trying to make it a
very emotional dance. The move-
ment itself is really also kind of
awkward; I was looking to portray
her agony. But it's also beautiful at
the same time."
Closing the first act is
"Froggy's Sweetwater Cafe," a
dance in three parts created by
Patton. The segments, 'Two Drink
Tango," "No Dancing Waltz" and
"Last Call Samba," last fifteen
minutes collectively.
"This is a fantasy about strange
people in a bar, maybe somewhere
in the galaxy, dancing," said Patton.
Carrie Brueck '00, who is in
the piece, said, "It's out there. The
image Patton keeps giving us is
that we are supposed to be as carto-
on-like as possible."
Reischman' s quartet opens the
second half of the concert. Named
"Sting," it is set to music by Anto-
nio Carlos Jobin and projects a
sultry atmosphere onto the stage.
Additionally, the movement is
technically demanding, requiring
extension, balance and suspension
from the dancers.
The piece is actually reworked
from an earlier quartet inspired by
its dancers. "With the original cast,
the idea was taking good dancers
with a degree ofphysical beauty to
see how far I could push it while
maintaining their external beauty
and dancerliness," said Reischman.
"As you watch it, you wonder if
there is any animosity among these
women. When someone pushes
someone else, you think 'is it for
their own purposes, or is it pushing
them into the future?'"
Brueck has also choreo-
graphed a selection for the show,
calling it "Finding Cohesion."
"It's about three individuals
who come together by the end of
the piece," said Brueck. When
choosing her dancers, she picked
three with very different styles of
movement, due to their different
backgrounds.
Still, the work has metamor-
phosed over time, giving Brueck
one of her biggest challenges. She
said, "It started out as something
completely different, and devel-
oped into this. When I started out,
there was a narrative. Now it's
much more abstract. Allowing the
piece to continue to develop and
letting go of the old idea I had was
one of the hardest things."
Anothersolo follows, this one
performed and choreographed by
Reischman. Called "Table
Tragique," it is set to Ariaby I Iatior
Villa Lobos. Very dramatic and
emotional, the piece was inspired
by the works of artist Dorothea
Tanning and created in 1995.
Reischman said, "I originally
thought it was about her. Now,
revisiting it, it's not about her; now
it's about me."
The movement of the dance
centers around a table, and is a
Seniors Amy Todd and Beth Lehlbach prepare for the dance concert.
Kale Bennett
personality sketch of a woman, generated from their lack of moti--
"She's sad and mad, and she takes
it out on the table," said Reischman.
"And the table takes it out on her.
I actually only leave the table once.
It's really very theatrical and dra-
matic, and I'll never get any
feedback on it, because people
watch it and don't know what to
say."
At the end of the concert is the
senior women's piece, danced and
collectively choreographed Lucy
Corner, Holly Kwak, Beth
Lehlbach, Todd and Van Saun.
Called 'The Morning After the
Night Before" and danced to Harry
B elafonte' s "Day-O,- " the idea was
valion to get started on the piece.
"It came out of our music,"
said Kwak. "Although we were
listening to that piece by accident.
It was about one week before our
first showing, when we had to have
something."
"I t' s a true collaboration," said
Comer. "We'd come into the stu-
dio and feed off of each other's
ideas."
"It's a fun piece," said Todd,
"and it's meant to be a fun piece.
The choreography is not terribly
difficult, so it's a stress-fre- e piece.
So you get out there and have fun,
and interact with each other."
Christian music group performs inaugural concert
BY BRIGID SLIPKA
Stiff Writer
For those who love music and God,
Kenyon's newest musical group, the Cor-
nerstones, will present their first concert on
May 4 at 7 p.m. in the KC.
This group sings various types of Chris-
tian music, from spirituals to pop music to
show tunes.
Members of Cornerstones include Jane
Ward '00, juniors Shannon Byrne, James
Dennison, James Ray, John Sherck and Katie
Varda, and first year students Neis
Christiansen, Molly MacNamara, Pat
Schneider, Liz Sinn, and Jeana Visel
The concert will include songs by Van
Morrison and Jars ofclay, Christian a capella
groups, the musical Godspell, and a few
spirituals.
Schneider says he founded the Corner-
stones because "this was music I wanted to
sing, but I could tell we wouldn' t be singing
music like that in any of the groups I was
singing in."
Sherck is musical director of the new
What: Cornerstones concert
When: Monday, 8 p.m.
Where: KC
group. Schneider says that at the first re-
hearsal "he just sort of stepped up, which
was good, because we needed someone who
knew what he was doing." Some of the
songs are a capella, while others include
guitar, piano, and percussion. "We didn't
want to limit ourselves to a capella," says
Schneider.
The group is looking forward to their
first concert. Visel comments, "I like the
variety of our songs, and we've put a lot a
time toward it. I'm really excited for the
concert."
Oilier members are enthusiastic about
the group as a whole. "I love to praise God
and singing is one of the best ways to do
that," says Byrne. "It's wonderful, it's the
perfect combination."
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Kate Bennett
In front: James Dennison '99, second row: Nels Christiansen '01, Katie Varda '99, first year students Jeanna
Visel and Liz Stan. Back: James Ray '99, Pat Schneider '01 and juniors Shannon Byrne and John Sherck
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Kokes perform their last concert of the year
BY SARAH HARTS
Senior Staff Writer
There will be surprises at Fri-
day evening's Kokes concert,
promised Charlie Walsh '00. The
concert will begin at 7 in Rosse
Hall.
"It's the last day of classes,"
said Walsh, indicating this was the
best celebration of the year's end.
The Kokosingers say they are
considering changing their name
to the Freddy Kokes Band or pos-
sibly Fly-R- y and the Kokes.
Whatever tliey decide to call them-
selves, the group will be offering
the usual entertainment for Kenyon
audiences.
"It'll be fun and everyone
should come," said Matt Beason
'99.
"We are asking everyone to
arrive in semi-form- al attire," said
Dan Fishbach '98.
This concert is the last for
graduating seniors Daanesh
Chanduwadia, Fishbach, Matt
Hermann, Andrew Lerchen and
Marty Valeri.
"We're losing Five seniors, so
this will be a very sentimental
show," said Walsh.
Weiland's album falls short
BY BRAD GOODSON
Music Critic
It's been several years since
Stone Temple Pilots hits like
"Plush" and "Sex Type Thing"
ruled the radio waves.
In the midst of the group's
break-u- p, singer Scott Weiland
hopes to have a successful career
and the rest of STP are making'
extremely mediocre music with
their new band Talk Show. Is
Weiland's work better than that of
his former bandmates? Yes... and
no.
' 12 Bar Blues is by no means a
typical rock album. It can even be
argued that 12 Bar Blues is not
rock at all. Indeed, 'experimental'
might be the best word to describe
this record, with string instruments,
piano and overly-synthesiz- ed per-
cussion and guitars showing up on
many of the tracks.
"Lady, Your Roof Brings Me
Down," a track which also appears
on the Great Expectations
soundtrack, is the gem of the al-
bum. It beeins with an eerie piano
solo and then moves into a 34
swing with violins, a viola, a cello
and even an accordion (played by
Sheryl Crow).
In addition, Weiland' s voice,
which tends to be rather wimpy on
most tracks, is strong and confi-
dent on "Lady."
The album's second track,
"Barbarella," is very catchy in-
itially; Weiland's vocals are
intermittendy broken up by singu-larchord- s,
effectively grabbing the
What: Kokosingers
concert
When: Friday, 8 p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
Valeri had a different take on
die situation. "They're all saying,
'We can't wait to get them out of
the group.' There will be no crying
at this concert."
In honor of their departure,
the seniors will sing a senior song.
There was some speculation from
the group that the seniors might be
performing a Gershwin medly or
all of Rent in fifteen minutes. I low-eve- r,
the song will continue to
remain a secret until the concert.
"It'll be the best senior song
ever," promised Valeri.
Odier numbers in the concert
will include songs by Prince, Lionel
Richie, Stevie Wonder, Janet Jack-
son and Michael Jackson.
"We considered surrounding
the audience and singing about
heroin, but it's already been done,"
said Walsh.
"We will be performing a
choric dylhiramb in ancient Greek
listener's attention.
But nonsensical lyrics, which
work well for bands like They
Might Be Giants, ruin Weiland's
tune: "You play the game I'll
masturbate and sing a lullaby
You run the race I'll pay the mile
You sing the pink love fuzz and
dance die musty queer 1' 11 stay at
home 'cause I'm the mouse.. .Na
Na Na Na Na..." One line later he
makes sense again: 'This must be
boring by now." Yes, Scott, it cer-
tainly is.
If nothing else, 12 Bar Blues
is an interesting study of a grunge
artist's efforts to survive in this,
the era of post-grung- e. It is unfor-
tunate, however, that Weiland was
more concerned with being too
predictable than with making a
good album.
Grade: C
Pisano presents piano recital
Paul Pisano, adjunct instruc-
tor of music and visiting assistant
professor of Italian, will give a
piano recital at 4 p.m. on Sunday in
Rosse Hall. The program will be
repeated at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday
in die R.R. Hodges Memorial Au-
ditorium at Mount Vernon
Nazarene College.
The program will feature
works of composers paying tribute
to predecessors or contemporaries
by means of fantasia, homage, para-
phrase, transcription, and variadon.
Fromlef.-ManyValeri'98,BenCouon'0l,seni- o
Matt Hermann, James Bauschatz '00 and MattWalsh '00, seniors Andrew Lerchen and
tradition." claimed Fishbach. sing all five parts at once," said
Walsh, Fishbach and Chan- - Fishbach.
duwadiadescribedahalf-timesol- o If that isn't enough to enuce
performance by Valeri. "He has you to come, Chanduwadia prom-
-
ised to wear a short skirt for thethe ability of a Buddhist monk to
The Stairwells perform
diverse music selection
BY JOHN SHERCK
A&E Editor
The Stairwells, Kenyon's
premier folkmusic ensemble, will
present a concert Sunday at 7:52
pjn. in Peirce Lounge.
"We've gone from being
very much on the folk side," says
Jack Pratt '98, "to including lots
more stuff and sort of making it
folk music."
They will cover some tradi-
tion folk songs, as well as work
by Blind Melon, Bob Dylan,
Crosby S tills and Nash, the Grate-
ful Dead, Joni Mitchell, Simon
and Garfunkel, Matthew Sweet
and Dar Williams.
Says Pratt "our freshmen,
Anne Morrissy and Kaliis Smith,
add a lot, giving us a broader
rangerof music. We've also gota
bigger group this year which gives
us a differentand better sound."
Pisano will open his concert
with Prelude and Fugue in C Ma-
jor, BWV 545, by Johann Sebastian
Bach. The first half will also in-
clude Hommage a Rameau (from
Images, Series I) by Claude
Debussy, "Rigoletto Paraphrase"
by Franz Liszt and Fantasia on an
Ostinato by John Corigliano.
Following intermission,
Pisano will perform Variations and
Fugue on a Theme of Handel, op.
24, by Johannes Brahms.
Pisano holds a bachelor's de
1. Jfr. ...... v.f 4.
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Their concert is in Peirce
Lounge, a change of venue from
their first semester concert in the
KC. "We choose the space not
only for more space ," said Charlie
Walsh '00, "but because we
wanted to keep the laid back,
relaxed atmosphere that theStair-well- s
are known for."
This will be the final perfor- -
mance for seniors Andrew
Lerchen, Nate McDonald and
Pratt. Additionally, Cleo Estrera
'00 will study in England next
year.
Walsh says the group will
dearly miss its seniors, calling
McDonald and Pratt "two guys
who have done infinite amounts
for the Stairwells over their years
in the group. I' 11 miss them greatly
for their beautiful music and
souls."
Hilary Lowbridge '99 will
make a guest appearance.
gree from Utah Suite University
and a master's degree from the
University of Cincinnati College-Conservato- ry
of Music, where he
is also a doctoral candidate. He
has given solo recitals in Canada,
Italy and the United States, and he
has performed with the Cincinnati
C o 1 1 e t e - C o n s e r v a t o r y
Philharmonia, the Great Lakes
Chamber Music Festival, and the
Utah Symphony Orchestra.
Pisano' s recital is sponsored
by the Department of Music.
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Beason 99.
entertainment of those in die front
row
ConcludedIWo,.hWa sh, Wef'rPe
working damn hard to be this
good.
Music department
displays its best
Each semester, the music de-
partment hold juries to assess die
development of students taking
private lessons. From die 150 stu-
dents who performed juries this
semester, the music faculty has
selected those performances they
deemed best to perform in a recital
Saturday at 8 p.m. in Rosse hall.
The recital features vocalist
MaltIIerman'98,juniorsMeredilh
Eastman on cello, Becky Hoyt on
oboe and Rick Snow on guitar,
sophomores vocalist James
Bauschatz and pianist Megan
Dieterich, and first-ye- ar students
Jessica Marfurt on flute and Sarah
Postellon on harp.
Spanish plays
presentedTuesday
A group of nine Spanish-languag- e
students will present three
one-a- ct plays on Tuesday at 7 p.m.
in the Hill theater.
The one-a- ct plays are final
projects for Spanish 22 class, taught
by Rosemary McEwen. These stude-
nt-written plays, entirely in
Spanish, take the place of a final
exam.
Students involved in Uiese
plays are Nate Ludcrer '99,.soplio-more- s
John Dix and Rachel Leber
and first year students Athos
Cakiades, Liz Coleman, Mike
Floyd, Brad Garfield, Lane Jost
and Erica Rail.
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Kokes album 'nearly flawless' Chasers also good
BYJOHN SHERCK
A&E Editor
At its best, a Kenyon a cap-pel- la
group's album captures the
energy of the group's live perfor-
mance and gives the group multiple
takes in the studio to get it right.
The Kokosinger's new album
Downstairs at Pedro's is a differ-
ent sort of album.
Don't get me wrong many
tracks have all the (considerable)
energy of the group's live perfor-
mances. Add to this the nearly
flawless execution and you have a
very good a cappella album.
Downstairs at Pedro's, how-
ever, is more than that. Musical
director Marty Valeri '98 has not
only polished the group's musical
skill, he has also put his experience
as an intern at a recording studio to
good use, making this album the
most polished, professional-soundin- g
album to come from the Kokes
or any Kenyon student a cappella
group.
From precisely balancing the
levels of each voice part to the
addition of reverb and other ef-
fects, this is a truly refined album.
There's a tendency in a cap-
pella music to get something of the
Purchase Downstairs at Pedro's at the Kenyon Book Store or from any member of the Kokosingers.
Dave Matthews album stands out
BY DAVID SHARGEL
Editor in Chief
With their fourth studio al-
bum, Before These Crowded
Streets, the Dave Matthews Band
continues to produce music with
the energy, freshness and enthusi-
asm that has brought the band past
success in both their studio and
live endeavors.
The 1 1 song album however,
departs significantly from the styles
of 1994's Under The Table and
Dreaming and 1996's Crash. Ma-
jor changes include the addition of
several secondary artists to the
quintet: singersongwriter Alanis
Morissette, banjo player Bela
Fleck, pianist Butch Taylor, gui-taristT- im
Reynolds and the Kronos
Quartet.
"I think there's definitely a
darker tone to a lot of the songs,"
said Matthews in a recent inter-
view with Rolling Stone.
Melancholy at times, the overall
effect of the album is hardly de-
pressing, though some have already
criticized Matthews for moving
away from their original, up-be- at
format.
Songs like the politically
minded "Don't Drink the Water"
include poignant lyrics such as
"Fool, you're blind, move aside
for meAll I can say to you my new
neighborIs you must move on or I
will bury you." Though the serious
song is dealing with the expulsion
of Native Americans by American
The cover of the Koke's new album Downstairs at Pedro's
1 W 9 "1
same sound song after song. Down-
stairs at Pedro's occasionally walks
this line, but the album encom-
passes a sufficient number of
styles upbeat classics like
"Centerfold" and "867-5309- ," bal-
lads like "Good Enough" and the
ever-popul- ar "Crazy Love," as well
as hints of styles from the blues to
barbershop to avoid "a cappella
' '
r
The Dave Matthews Band
settlers, the band manages to main-
tain a rolling and at times uplifting
energy through a song which does
not necessarily fit the typically
lighthearted Dave Matthews style.
Whether it be the sexual innu-end- os
in "Rapunzel" (Open wide
Oh so good I'll eat you Take me
for a rideIn your sweet delicious
Perfect little mouth), the surpris-
ingly successful use of Morissette
in "Spoon" or the middle-easter- n
influence found in "The Last Stop,"
the band never ceases to impress
with its musical ability.
Carter Beauford's incredibly
complex and tight drum work,
complemented by bassist Steffan
Lessard's prodigious talent, pro-
vide a solid base for Matthews'
straightforward acoustic guitar,
Boyd Tinsley's lightening-fas- t vio-
lin and Leroi Moore's enormously
energetic saxaphone, penny whistle
and clarinet.
monotony." These are not the only
strong songs; in fact, almost with-
out exception, all the songs are
quite good.
If you're a fan of the Kokes or
a cappella music, picking up this
album is a no-brain- er. And if you
don't typically go for a cappella
music, this would probably be a
good place to start.
The Kronos Quartet, an avant-gard- e
string combo, melodically
backs 'The Stone" and reworked
version of "Halloween" (originally
released in 1992's Recently) while
Fleck brings the uniqueness of the
banjo to "Don't Drink the Water,"
"The Last Stop" and "Spoon."
The album however, is not
without fault Most notable is the
excessive use of unimpressive
background singers on "Stay
(Wasting Time)" which turn the
quintet's unique sound into typical
top-4- 0 sludge. The new version of
"I Ialloween" simply strays too far,
especially during Matthews' at-
tempt to sing opera.
Though these streets are in-
deed crowded with bands of all
types, Dave Matthews has proven
once again that he stands out among
the masses.
Grade: A-- B
BYJOHN SHERCK
A&E Editor
Until this year, a cappella
groups at Kenyon have strictly
avoided adding special effects to
their albums. For their soon-to-be-releas- ed
album, the Chasers
have taken a cue from the Kokes
in this respect. The change is
definitely good, as Passing Notes
outshines either of their most re-
cent efforts, 1994's Never and
1996's Instrumentally Chal-
lenged.
These effects, mostly reverb,
are effective and tastefully
employed, particularly on "Ev-
erywhere" and "Exquisite Dead
Guy," heightening the whimsi-
cal character of the latter.
The effects could have stood
a little more use, though. Acouple
tracks could use balance adjust-
ments and a little touch-u- p. By
and large, though, the Chasers
sound good on both counts.
The album docs well avoid
Passing Notes will be released during finals week.
Gaunt: All
BY CASSIE WAGNER .
Music Critic
How many of you out there
feel like you are living in the
most boring state in the union?
Come on, raise your hands.
Thought so.
You're not alone. Somewhat
surprisingly, Ohio has been the
home to some of the most inter-
esting bands of the last few years:
altema-poppe- rs the Breeders,
indie heroes Guided by Voices,
rockers the Afghan Whigs and
Scrawl, and three of the most
vital and exciting punk bands on
the market: the Thomas Jefferson
Slave Apartments, New Bomb
Turks, and Gaunt Each of these
last four have new records, but
Gaunt' s stands apart. The band' s
latest effort. Bricks and Black-
outs, is a victory for punk spirit.
Gaunt has been kicking
around Columbus since 1991
when Jerry Wick and Jovan
Karcic decided that a punk band
would be the best way to make
use of their Ohio State English
degrees. They recruited a couple
of friends and quickly released a
string of singles. The songs and
the playing were messy, but it
was obvious that Gaunt had tal-
ent. Every record was an
improvement over the last and in
1996 the album Kryptonite
served notice that they were ready
to Like on the world.
Bricks and Blackouts
doesn't so much polish the rough-
est of the band's edges as snap
them off. Songs no longer lurch
ing the negative studio sound
like a dozen people gathered
around mics but seems less suc-
cessful at capturing the spirit of
the Chasers' live performances,
as a couple songs, notably 'Take
a Chance" suffer from this lack
of energy.
Also, the group employs a
fair amount of humorous music,
which the album represents.
I Iowever, these songs, while not
falling utterly flat, do not come
across nearly as well as we've
seen and heard before.
The Chasers do many things
well on Passing Notes. A staple
of their repertoire, "If I Could,"
has a slightly different sound,
but one which is quite effective
and refreshing. Many other songs
deserve mention, for their great
solo work and tastefufaccompa-niinen- t,
but I will refrain lest I
spurn an equally deserving per-
formance.
Overall, a very good album
which could have been better.
Hail Ohio
from place to place. They race
maniacally, with the album's fif-
teen songs zipping by in 37
minutes. Guitars bound along,
smudged just enough by distor-
tion to keep things interesting
and the rhythm section pounds
hard enough to keep everything
together. Wick and Karcic' s har-
monies are right on, adding just
the right amount of pop to the
band's punk.
It's tough to pick out indi-
vidual tracks as being better than
the rest. The album is extremely
consistent, goes by so quickly
and one is loo busy po-goi- ng
around the room to notice when
the song changes. The title track's
foray into ballad makes it stand
out, while the wonderful cho-
ruses of "97th Tear," "Pop Song"
and "Powder Keg Variety" mark
them as special. Some songs may
not be as exciting as the others,
but there really isn' t a bad tune in
the bunch.
Of course, there are prob-
ably cries of "sell-out- " following
Gaunt as they tour behind Bricks
and Blackouts, their major label
debut. True, the music has lost its
somewhat amateurish roughness,
but it has left behind none of its
irresistible spirit. You' 11 be danc-
ing around the room while its in
your stereo and catch yourself
humming the songs a couple of
days later. There is not much
more you could ask for. And not
bad work at all for four guys from
the middle of Ohio.
Grade: A
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OFF THE HILL Women's tennis closes in
Wild predictions for the on national tournament
next four years in sports
BY FRED MERMAN AND
MAC GLINN
Senior Staff Columnists
So many memories ... Four
long years of silling in front of
the television watching sports ...
All kinds of sports ... Sports we
can't even tell you about. But this
final momentous Off the I Iill will
not reminisce; we're not the type
that lives in the past. As you
should know by now, we're mov
ers and shakers. We're doers.
We're the kind of guys that get
tilings done. So for our final in-
stallment we're going to stay true
to form and tell you what's go-
ing to happen in the sporting
arena (not to be confused with the
Bexley Arena) in the future in-
stead of dwelling on what has al-
ready happened. We're going to
amaze you with magic. Here are
our predictions for the next four
years in sports the printable
kind.
1. Ryan Leaf will beat Peyton
Manning.
2. Juan "Gone" Gonzalez will
take the single season RBI title
from the mighty Hack Wilson,
eclipsing one of the most endur-
ing and one of the most under-
rated records in baseball history.
3. Once they lose the "Mighty
Ducks' moniker (Ducks suck)
Paul Kariya and Teemu Selane
will take Anaheim on a champi-
onship run that warms the heart,
redeems the soul, is fun for the
whole family, stars Emilio
Estevez, and is rated G for good.
4. Ray Allen, provided he gets out
of Milwaukee, will posterize
(thanks Isiah) hapless extras in
the Ray Allen feature film, in
which he coincidentally writes
directs and stars. Proper.
5. Jose Cruz Jr. will prove to be a
better baseball player than even
his perennial All-St- ar father.
Spoljaric and Timlin for Cruz Jr.
will be as infamous as Milt
Pappas for Frank Robinson.
6. The Bucs will emerge as the
team to beat at the turn of the cen-
tury. They have depth, a well bal
Glinn: baseball farewell
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15
"CWebb" Webber, Eric "E-Roc- k"
Brauetingham, and Andrew
"Golden Axe" Malone were also a
huge part of the winning formula.
But beyond all this, this team
was selfless and fun. Some guys
are disappointed that they don't
play more, but bitterness never in-
fected the 1998 "Lords ofLumber".
I can't forget the coaching,
because not only did they drill us
on the fundamentals, they helped
us believe we could win. Not only
have we become a better players
under Coaches Burdette, Vasko,
anced offense anchored by two
of the best young backs in foot-
ball, and a swarming smothering
defense anchored by our favor-
ite, Warren Sapp.
7. When Magic Johnson said the
Cavs are the team of the nineties
he meant the early nineties and
he had Brad Doherty on the brain.
But now in the late nineties the
Cavs have young talented core
and real ugly uniforms (powder
blue doesn't scare anyone). Once
they ditch the uniforms they have
the potential to go far.
8. The Utah Jazz will begin their
downhill turn next year. Maybe
their downhill ride will be less
boring than their reign of domi-
nance in the west
Our last two predictions will
be wildly controversial and
unapologetically biased. Deal with
iL Continue at your own risk.
9. The Miami Hurricanes will fi-
nally shed themselves of the last
vestiges of bad karma hanging
over them since the reign of Den-
nis "Der Fuhrer" Erickson and
will again utilize the talent pool
of South Florida to bring another
national championship home for
the orange green and white. The
dynasty will be resurrected and
the supremacy of Miami Football
will never again be questioned.
Word to YOUR mother (all Va-
nilla Ice and MC Hammer refer-
ences are unintentional, we are
indeed "original gangsters").
10. The New York Yankees will
relive their glorious past (See
Ken Bums's Capital of Baseball)
and bring championship after
championship home to the
Bronx. With their offense and
their pitching, their biggest worry
.
is whether the Stadium can hold
together. FIRST PLACE YAN-
KEES.
We hope you've enjoyed
reading us as much as we have
enjoyed writing for you. If we're
wrong, it's not our fault. If we're
right, we told you so. And if you
forgot its your own damn fault.
Take care and may the sports be
with you.
and Whitmore, we have become
better people as well.
The 1998 baseball team
smashed the college record for vic-
tories this year because we worked
our tails off. Perhaps that's what I
loved most about this team we
knew if we outworked our oppo-
nent, we would win. And we did
if we win both games on Saturday,
we will also be the first in 33 years
to finish over .500, and the first ever
to go .500 in the NCAC.
I was lucky to be a 1998
Kenyon College Lord of the
BY IAN SHOWALTER
Senior Staff Writer
With its regular season com-
pleted and a record of 13-- 5 follow-
ing the rain-o- ut of a match against
Wittenberg University Sunday, the
Kenyon College Ladies tennis
team is continuing in pursuit of its
goal repeating as NCAA Divi-
sion III National Champions in
two upcoming tournaments.
The first of these tournaments,
the North Coast Athletic Confer-
ence Championships, will be held
at Case Western Reserve Univer
Defending a National Title
Kenyon 7, University ofToledo 2
Kenyon 9, University of the South 0
Kenyon 9, Rhodes College 0
University of North Florida 7, Kenyon 2
Rollins College 6, Kenyon 3
Kenyon 7, Mary Washington College 2
Kenyon 8, Washington and Lee University 1
Kenyon 5, Colgate University 0
Kenyon 9, DePauw University 0
Emory University 5, Kenyon 4
Trinity College 5, Kenyon 4
Kenyon 8, Oberlin College 1
Kenyon 7, Ohio Wesleyan University 2
Bowling Green State University 7, Kenyon 2
Kenyon 8, DePauw University 1
Kenyon 9, Hope College 0
Kenyon 7, Gustavus Adolphus College 2
NCAA Quarterfinals May 6
NCAA Semifinals May 7
NCAA Finals May 8
Men's tennis
BY MOLLY PREBLE
Senior Staff Writer
The Kenyon Lords tennis
team closed out their regular sea-
son Saturday with an impressive
two match sweep over Allegheny
College (7-- 0) and Calvin College
(5-2- ), improving their record to 15-- 6
overall, 6--1 in the North Coast
Athletic Conference.
Now ranked second behind
Denison University, the Lords'
only NCAC loss of the season, the
Kenyon squad has set their sights
on this weekend's NCAC Tourna-
ment at Wittenberg University.
"We're going to have to give
our best effort in order to beat a
strong Denison team," said Ronan
Remandaba '99, who swept all
four of his weekend matches. "But
it's very much possible."
The Lords have compiled a
50-- 9 record in the conference since
1990 and have won five of the last
nine NCAC tides.
If last weekend's play is any
sity tomorrow and Saturday. The
Ladies are seeded No. 1 in the
NCAC, and are "favored to win
easily there," said Molly Preble
'98.
The Division III NCAA
Championships will take place in
Lexington, Va. beginning Tuesday
and ending May 1 1 . Team compe-
tition will occur between Tuesday
and May 8, while individual com-
petition will take place between
May 8 and May 11.
Ali St. Vincent '98 and Caryn
Cuthbert '00 will compete in the
individual singles tournament
ends season with two wins
"We're going to have to give our best effort in
order to beat a strong Denison team. But it's very
much possible."
Ronan Remandaba '99
indication, a conference title for
the Lords is a not only a possibil-
ity, but a probability. Allegheny
presented Kenyon with tight com-
petition but the Lords prevailed in
every position forcing two of the
six singles matches to three sets.
Conor Mullan '99 lost the
first set 6--3 in the third spot but
battled back for an impressive 3-- 6,
6-- 3, 6--4 victory.
Tim Bearman '99 was in a
similar position on the next court
falling 2-- 6 in the first but rallying
back to win 2-- 6, 6-- 3, 7-- 5.
Co-Capta- in J.C Bigornia '98
joined forces with Mullan for a 9-- 8
victory over the Gators' third
doubles team in a crowd-pleasin- g
match which highlighted the day.
Bigornia and Mullan went on to
while the team of Cuthbert and
Erin Hockman '99 will play in
the individual doubles competi-
tion.
All 14 team bids to the NCAA
tournament have already been de-
termined. As the No. 2 seed in team
competition, Kenyon will receive
a first round bye.Tind the Ladies'
first contest in the championships
will be played against the winner
of the first round match between
eighth-seede- d Claremont-McKenn- a
College and unseeded
I lope College.
Rounding out the NCAA
Championships' top four team
seeds include No. 1 Trinity Uni-
versity (Texas), No. 3 Washington
and Lee University and No. 4
Emory University. In earlier con-
tests this season, the Ladies de-
feated Washington and Lee 8-- 1,
while losing close matches to both
Trinity and Emory 4-- 5.
Expressing hope that the La-
dies will be able to capture an un-
precedented second consecutive
national title, Renee Brown '98
said, "We are excited to go to Vir-
ginia and Finish out our season
with a bang ."The necessary ingre-
dients for bringing this hope to
fruition, according to Lauren
Weymouth '98, include "persever-
ance and lots of heart."
No matter what happens in the
days to come, though, Preble's ex-
pression that "this has been a stel-
lar season because of the way
we've played on the court and
because of the undying friend-
ships that have bonded us as a
team," will remain the most fit-
ting summary of the Ladies'
1998 season.
win 8-- 5 later against Calvin, im-
proving their play together to 11-- 8.
Fellow captain Alain Hunter
'98 opened with a 6-- 4, 6--3 thrash-
ing over Allegheny's Dave Howell
but fell to Calvin's top player in a
close three set match 3-- 6, 6-- 4, 7-- 5,
recording one of Kenyon's two
losses for the weekend.
Kenyon's other loss came at
the number three position where
Mullan fell a tightly battled match
4-- 6, 7-- 5. 7-- 5.
The Lords are still awaiting to
hear word of whether they'll re-
ceive a bid to the 16 team strong
national tournament later next
week. A conference title will se-
cure a spot but other factors among
the region could change the cli-
mate of the draw.
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Men's lacrosse whomps
Denison 12--7, finishes third
Stowe, Cross spark offense, Collins,
Kureth lead defensive efforts
BY JOSH COBLYN
StafTWriter
The Kenyon College Lords
lacrosse team closed out their sea-
son with a 12-- 7 win over the Col-
lege of Wooster yesterday at
Wooster. This victory improves
their record to 9-- 4 overall and 4-- 2
in die North Coast Athletic Con-
ference, ranking them third in the
conference for the second consecu-
tive year.
Derrick Stowe '01 and Kirk
Cross '00 had excellent games,
pacing the team offensively.
Wooster rallied late in the game
due to substitutions on the Lords'
part, but exceptional defense by
Mike Collins '98 and a strong
showing by goalie Andy Kureth
'00 kept the Scots from taking the
game.
The Lords faced Oberlin Sat-
urday on McBride field. They
avoided a nailbiter with a second
quarter explosion led by sopho-
more Evan Bliss' three goals. The
Inside Baseball
Baseball senior bids
farewell to record season
BY MAC GLINN
Senior Staff Columnist
My first three years here at
Kenyon, at least baseball- - wise,
were not terribly rewarding. We
lost nearly 100 games during that
time. Despite some big wins along
the way, I got tired of saying,
'things will be different this year.
And then this year, somehow, all
of a sudden, they were.
This year has made it all
worth iL I can't say enough about
this team.
Our senior captains, Johnnie
"Funk" Hobson, Mark "Faustie"
Faust, and the mighty Chris
"Schwor" Schwoy have defined
"leadership by example."
Johnnie was our staff pitching
ace for four years and always got
it done for us on the mound.
Faustie has emerged as one of the
best outfielders in the conference,
and the guy always comes up
with a big hit Schwor has been
the foundation ever since he's
been here the centerpiece to the
lineup and infield with a nose-breakin- g,
knee-twisti- ng enthusi-
asm that is as contagious as the
Kenyon crud.
The other seniors deserve
just as much attention they're
captains in all but title Greg
"Moose" Ferrell and Andy
"V.K." VonKennel. Moose has
become an outstanding outfielder
with a big arm in right field, and
is now our cleanup hitter as well.
Lords scored seven goals in the
quarter and took an 11-- 2 halftime
lead, dispelling any notion of a
Yeomen comeback. Kenyon then
cruised to a 16--3 victory, improv-
ing their winning streak to four
games in a row and five wins in
the last six games.
Paulo Ribeiro '99 led the
Lords with a career-hig- h six goals.
His scoring output was the best
single game effort this year, out-
pacing Ryan Weber with six goals
against Oberlin one year ago.
Stowe had another impressive
day, recording a goal and a career-hig- h
five assists. In addition to the
goals by Bliss, Stowe, and Ribeiro,
the Lords also benefitted from a
goal each-b- y co-capta- in Chip
Unruh '98, Corey Munsterteiger
'99, Mall Crusey '99, Rich Rainey
'99, Cross, and Toby Freund '01.
Kureth was again strong in net,
making 13 saves in three quar-
ters of play. He was replaced in
the fourth quarter by Greg
Clancy '01.
V.K. has been moved around in
the field more than a chess piece
but has always been solid and hits
more lasers to the right side than
anyone I've ever seen.
Junior Terry "Big Worm"
Parmalee and sophomores Mitch
"Swaggs" Swaggert, Sasha
"Strike Force" Lourie, and Joey
"Ex" Exner have played huge
roles. "Big Worm" has had some
big wins as a starting pitcher and
platooned at first as well, com-
ing up with huge base hits. Sasha
has been the other half of that pla-
toon battling through injuries to
be one of our best threats from
the left side. And Mitch? He does
it all: he's the best defensive out-
fielder in the conference, he's our
three-hol- e hitter, and is amongst
the conference leaders in ERA as
a pitcher. Ex has been a great
example despite a frustrating,
season-endin- g injury.
The first-yea- rs were the
fresh blood that this team desper-
ately needed. Kip "Kipper"
Corbus and Jay "Bird" Doskocil
have solidified the middle infield
and clutch hit after clutch hit.
Danny "Molimo" Hodgson and
Vinnie "Spirit" Jacobi have also
been huge contributors. Adam
"Ace" Exline, Nick "Stammie"
Stam, Billy "Wild Bill" Mueller,
and Ian "I" Malone all proved
they will fill in capably when my
class moves on. Jimmy "Soft- -
hnll" Lehnhoff, Charlie
see GLINN, page fourteen
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Rugby smashes Denison, 21-- 0
The Kenyon College Ladies
rugby team ended their season
on an impressive note beating
Denison University 21-- 0 in a
solid match characterized by
teamwork and communication.
Before the seniors bid their
last farewell to their fellow play-
ers, they led an offensive ambush
against tiieir Denison rivals. This
game was especially important to
several Ladies, as they lost to
Dension last year. Kenyon came
out to the pitch intent on settling
the score by using the skill and
technique they had worked hard to
improve upon during the season.
Matina Karcazes '98 initiated
the scoring streak early in the game
and then added an extra two points
with a conversion kick. In the sec-
ond half, Megan Dietrich '00 and
captain Esther Cely '98 each
scored one try and Karcazes
again contributed two conver
sion kicks.
The Kenyon defense played
a strong game preventing any
penetration by the Denison offen
sive line. The team suffered a
minor setback when key player
Sarah Reading '99 dislocated a
shoulder. Reading was later able
to re-ent- er the game and play a
Ladies track, Varda excel at OWU
The Kenyon College Ladies
outdoor track team pulled off an-
other strong showing in an
unscored tri-me- et at Ohio
Wesleyan University Saturday,
with Denison competing as well.
Nikki Watson '01 won the
1500m with a time of 5:08.
Maraleen Shields '00 look first
in the triple jump with an excel-
lent leap of 34'08", while I leather
Atkin '98 placed first the high
jump with a height of 5-- 2. Gelsey
Lynn '00 placed third in the 400m
run with a time of 1:00.8 and
Erica Rail '01 placed third in the
triple jump with a leap of 32'05".
Additionally, Katie Varda
Men's track sets stage
The Kenyon College men's
track team faced Denison Uni-
versity and Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity last Friday in one final
competition before heading into
the North Coast Athletic Confer-
ence Championships tomorrow
and Saturday. Although the meet
was unscored, it served as an
important dress rehersal for all
athletes involved.
The stage was set for success
as the Kenyon Lords 4x100m re-
lay team edged out Denison for
first nlace. Relay member Aaron
Hamilton '01 commented, "Our
time of 44.9 seconds places us
higher in the conference rankings.
This meet has given us a well
needed boost of confidence as we
look towards the conference meet"
m
3
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The Kenyon Ladies rugby team's overall effort results in key plays.
major role in the Kenyon attack.
Another notable offensive con-
tributor was captain Betsy
Newmann '98. Effective offen-
sively, she also kept the Dension
players from scoring.
A positive attitude is one of
the main reasons why Kenyon was
able to accomplish such a crush-
ing victory. This kind of attitude
has allowed the team to work to-
gether to maximize scoring oppor-
tunities and defensive strategies.
According to coach Will Valentine
'98, "We had a lot of players go
abroad this year and we've had a
number of players step up to fill
what otherwise would have been
gaping holes in the team."
"99 won the North Coast Athletic
Conference heptathalon champi-
onship in the first stage of the
NCAC championships.
Pleased with his athletes' per-
formances, coach Duane Gomez
said, "The meet went really well
for us, and we got more than we
were looking for. It was an evening
of many personal bests. Shields
had a tremendous jump of 34'8",
which was her first time to break
the 34' barrier. That jump also
ranks her first in the NCAC."
Gomez also commented on
Varda's success in the heptathalon.
"It's the first time that the
heptathalon has been held in the
Dan Denning '98 claimed first
place in the 1500m run. Aside from
finishing over 10 seconds ahead of
the rest of the field, Denning set a
college record clocking in with a
time of 4:02. 1 . T m thrilled I was
able to accomplish this record.
I'm hoping to finish my track ca-
reer on a high note and it looks as
though I'm headed in the right di-
rection," he said.
John Jordan '99 looked tough
in the 400m run, finishing fifth in
a time of 53.5. "Back in Hawaii
my 400m times were never this
fast I like to think of racing like
surfing," he said. "You go out hard,
and hang on all die way to shore,
or the finish line, as it may be."
James Sheridan '00 coasted in
right behind Jordan covering the
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The underclassmen look for-
ward to next season as one that
might match the 9-- 1 record the
Ladies posted this year. But in the
midst of this optimism, the senior
players will be missed. "We will
really miss all of them. They were
all such an important part of the
team, and a lot of the reason I am
playing," said captain Ann Hebert
'00. The seniors include: Cely,
Joy Hammond, Karcazes, Mandy
Miller, Newmann, Shana Ortiz,
Jill Pitaressi and Leah PlunketL
The men's game was can-
celled, ending the Kenyon Lords
rugby season with an overall
record of 8-- 2.
Jessica Goldman
NCAC. Varda set a personal
record in five of her seven
events. In doing so, she also
qualified provisionally for the
NCAA National Championships
to be held during May 21-2- 3 at
St. Paul, Minn."
Varda is the first Kenyon
woman to qualify in the
heptathalon, and was also named
NCAC Runner of the Week for
her performances in the running
events during the heptathalon.
The Ladies' final meet of the
season is the NCAC Champion-
ships held at Ohio Wesleyan to-
morrow and Saturday.
Charlie Pugh
for success
distance in a respectable 53.5 sec
onds. "Looks like surfs up for
our conference competition this
weekend. We'll see then who is the
rightful ruler of die track," he said.
Hamilton and Tony
Callander '99 captured second
and third, respectively, in the
100m dash, finishing in times of
11.4 and 11.5 seconds.
In the field events Ken
McNish '01 triple jumped to 43'
3-3- 4". Overwhelmed with his
new found levity, McNish said,
"I'm just so happy this meet
couldn't have gone any better for
me. I hope I am able tojump this
well at this weekend's conference
championships."
Melissa Hurley and
Dana Mondo
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Baseball makes history with 16th win vs.
Nearing the end of their season and
gaining momentum, Lords make history
with excellent individual showings
BY BEN VORE
- Editor in Chief Emeritus
The Kenyon Lords baseball
team set a school record for wins
in a season with 16 when it took
two from the Earlham Quakers last
weekend on the road. Although
Kenyon lost to Mount Vernon
Nazarene College Monday, the
Lords will attempt to add to the
record number of wins this Satur-
day in a season-endin- g double-head- er
against Oberlin.
The Lords got stellar outings
against Earlham from John
Hobson '98 and Mitch Swaggert
'00. Swaggert scattered six hits in
seven innings in the opener, which
Kenyon won 11-- 2. In the second
game, Hobson struck out 14 and
Ladies lacrosse defeats Wooster,
earns bid to NCAC semifinals
Ladies prepare to
face Denison en
route to NCAC finals
BY BETH ROCHE
Senior Staff Writer
With a 17-- 9 victory of the
College of Wooster yesterday, the
Kenyon College women's lacrosse
team secured a bid in the North
Coast Athletic Conference semifi-
nals to be held at Kenyon this
weekend. The Ladies will face
Denison University on Waite field.
All of the Ladies made signifi-
cant contributions in a game that
was "the best this team has ever
played," said co-capta- in Genessa
Keith '98.
The Ladies will face Denison,
however, without goalie Erika
Prahl '00. Prahl suffered a season-endin- g
injury in yesterday's game.
The team ended their regular
season this past weekend with a
victory over Earlham College.
Eight Ladies scored at least one
goal each for a Kenyon victory, 29-- 3.
In addition to boosting their
record, it broke the college record
of most goals scored in a game set
earlier this year at 24, also against
Earlham in a 24-- 4 victory. The 29
goal game also set the NCAC
single-gam- e record.
Kenyon's offense took control
from the start of the game with 1 1
goals in less than 11 minutes, led
by Ali Lacavaro '99 with three
"goals in those 11 minutes and
seven goais ior me game.
Lacavaro's career-hig- h of 59 goals
this season ranks her third among
did not walk a batter as Kenyon
prevailed in extra innings, 11-- 3.
The Lords used an explosive eight
run ninth inning to take the sec-
ond game. Hobson went the dis-
tance and allowed only five hits
and one earned run.
Kipp Corbus '01 drove in
three runs and had two doubles in
the game one victory, while Greg
Ferrell '98 also chipped in with a
double, single and two RBIs. In the
second game, Jay Doskocil '01 and
Mark Faust '98 both had multiple
hit games, and Faust's ninth-innin- g
triple helped blow the game open.
"The wins against Earlham
were important to give us a chance
at .500, both overall and in the
NCAC. The first win can be
chalked up to us being the better
--
'.
...... A it
Brent Shank
In the regular-seaso- n finale, co-capt- ain Genessa Keith '98contribues to
the record-settin- g victory, 29-- 3.
Kenyon's single-seaso- n scorers.
The record, 65, was set in 1994.
Megan Cook '99 and Liza
Davis '99 finished the game with
six and four goals, respectively,
career highs for both. Keith, Sa-
rah Colestock '99, and Lesley
Keiner '99 each had three goals
while Heidi Melboslad '99 tallied
two. Laura Turnball '99 contrib-
uted one goal and Liza Denny '99
finished with a season high of three
assists.
0
Catching the third strike, Jay Doskocil
team. The second was simply an
extraordinary effort and perfor-
mance on the mound by John
Hobson," said Adam Exline '01.
The Ladies shot on goal 62
times while Earlham shot 1 1 . Prahl
recorded two saves to bring her
season total to 103.
Kenyon has won three of its
last four games, and five of its last
eight to average 20 goals a game
in the last six games. The win over
Earlham marks the fourth time this
season that Kenyon has tallied 20
or more goals a game, a first in the
25 years of the Kenyon Ladies la-
crosse program.
TT
.. 2
1 4 '.
'01 finishes off the final out, resulting in
The Lords couldn't keep their
momentum going on Monday
against Mt. Vernon Nazarene,
managing only two hits in the 10--0
loss.
In a J.V. game Tuesday, the
Lords handed Denison a 21-- 1 loss
in a game that gave underclassmen
a chance to gain extra playing time.
Softball falls to Denison
yesterday, 15-- 5, 11-1- 0
BY CHRIS ACKER
Staff Writer
The Kenyon College soflball
team suffered hard losses to
Denison University yesterday,
falling 15-- 5 in the first game and
11-1- 0 in the second. The losses
dropped their record to 5-2- 1.
Despite the losses, individu-
als continued to shine for the La-
dies. Freshmen Aimme Carlson
and Ann-Mar- ie Lawlor contrib-
uted outstanding batting. Lawlor
also was "key to some of the big-
ger plays of the night," said Car-
rie Nino '99.
Defensively, Katie 1 litchcock
'00, Kristi Kose "99 and Jen DiLisi
'00 played solid in the outfield
during the first game.
Saturday the Ladies crushed
the College of Wooster club team
in both games of a doubleheader,
17-- 3 and 12-- 4. The following
day, the team pulled out its most
hard-foug- ht victory of the year in
the first game against the Lady
Blue Streaks of Notre Dame Col-
lege of Ohio, 3-- 2, but then fell in
the second, 13-- 1. Captain Sara
Halicki '00 said, "On both Sat-
urday and Sunday, die team com-
bined consistent offense and and
aggressive defense to siring to-
gether three consecutive victo-
ries."
Saturday's games were
marked by consistent play on the
part of the Ladies whose season
high 17 runs were an obvious
sign to coach Rhonda Randolph
that, "Our hitting really came
back against Wooster." A historic
event occurred in game two as
Earlham
9 .
Kauic Schcrcr
a 21-- 1 Kenon vicotry against Denison.
A similar game will be played at
Denison Friday at 4 p.m.
The Lords head into this
weekend with a 16-1-7 record and
a chance to finish at .500 if they
can sweep the Yeomen. The
doubleheader against Oberlin will
begin Saturday at 1 p.m. on
McCloskey Field.
Halicki blasted the first home run
out of Kenyon's new softball sta-
dium. Also, Lawlor went 2-- 5 with
two triples and six RBI for both
games.
After the Wooster drubbing,
the Ladies were primed for what
was their "best game all year,"
said Randolph. The Ladies ex-
ecuted excellent defense, allow-
ing only two runs behind the
stingy pitching of Nino, who
went seven innings allowing only
two hits and one earned run while
striking out one. Kassie Scherer
'01 said,."We were all confident
with Nino on the mound she
pitched her best game of the sea-
son".
On the offensive side it was
"key hits at the right times," said
Randolph, that complimented the
defensive effort and gave the La-
dies die confidence needed to se-
cure the win. Schcrcr went 2-- 4
with a stolen base and scored
once, Halicki was 1- -4 with a
double and Lawlor went 1-- 3 with
an RBI double.
The Ladies put all of their en-
ergy in game one, however, and
"simply fell apart," said
Randolph about her team's per-
formance in game two.
Randolph believes Wednesday's
game will be a toss-u- p because
"we are very similar teams, as far
as our talent levels and
athleticism is concerned," she
said. If die Ladies win out Uiey
will finish fourth in die confer-
ence, but the Allegheny game will
provide a test as die Gators are
currently vying for die top spot
in die NCAC.
